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Abstract 

 

This study investigated the general shape of development underlying reading to 

innovate in writing (R2IW) performance in university-based English language 

learning contexts.  To achieve the aim of this study, three sub questions were applied 

from a dynamic systems theory perspective within a fixed non-experimental 

descriptive research design.  These sub questions measured how innovation 

emergence in English as a Second Language (ESL) writing from sources varied over 

different time periods, how stable it was in time, and how R2IW varied at a higher 

level of magnification in nested minute timescales.  To platform and reveal the nature 

of variation patterns in temporal performance data specifically for the qualitative and 

multidimensional characteristics of ESL R2IW in complex dynamic systems, a 

dynamic description strategy was applied.  This strategy guided time-series data 

collection over a two-month time window.  It guided as well the visual mapping and 

analysis of the temporal course of the ESL learner’s R2IW development in different 

regions and at two magnifications: a weekly and a minute timescale.  A four-phase 

data analysis process involving both linear and non-linear statistical techniques found 

meaningful variability patterns in different regions of the real time weekly 

performance data.  The four-phase analysis also found that over different time periods 

at the macro timescale, innovation emergence appeared dynamically stable, and 

repeated patterns of R2IW emergence were evident across different levels of 

development.  Thirdly, at the magnified minute timescale, self-organisation and co-

adaptivity patterns were observed in the interactions of R2IW sub-system 

components.  Finally, the findings showed that overall, the degree of innovation 

variability at the magnified minute timescale was greater compared with the 

variability observed at the macro weekly timescale, providing evidence of the scaling 
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and self-similarity properties of pink noise in ESL R2IW performance.  Consequently, 

ESL R2IW in this EAL learner’s university-based context has a non-linear 

developmental shape or mechanism. 

These findings have significance for ESL R2IW theory, methodology, and pedagogy.  

As the rate and volume of interactions between people and information continues to 

accelerate, research, teaching, and learning activities in higher education are 

increasingly embedded within more open and information laden global environments.  

These environments are characterized by heightened context sensitivity and 

accelerated change, increased rates of unexpected variability, and unique problems.  

Therefore, for EAL international students, the capacity to be adaptive and actively 

create new knowledge when writing from sources in complex and dynamic ESL 

university environments is pertinent, more than ever before.  Yet, in the teaching of 

ESL field, research investigating why and how innovative ideas emerge and how 

innovation capacities can be deliberately facilitated in university-based reading to 

write tasks is rare.  This is despite the importance placed on idea transformation in 

university writing and the increasing role reading to write tasks have in ESL 

assessment and syllabus.  Furthermore, research that examines R2IW tasks from 

theoretical perspectives that specifically foreground variability in complex dynamic 

contexts is lacking in the field.  This is in spite of empirical observations of systemic 

interactions and fractal patterns in performance data in a diverse range of disciplines 

and the insights these fractal properties can provide for understanding anomalies and 

change in complex and dynamic ESL R2IW learning environments.   

For complex dynamic systems theories and transdisciplinary insights to inform ESL 

research and pedagogical intervention in R2IW tasks in these ways, an understanding 
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of the nature of the underlying dynamics of ESL R2IW is essential at the outset.  

Verspoor and Van Dijk (as cited in Dornyei, 2014, p. 83) assert that “analysing 

interactions only makes sense in cases where there is a clear theoretical or empirical 

motivation to do so”.  The purpose of this study to investigate the nature of the 

underlying dynamics of ESL R2IW thus meets the needs of SLA academic audiences.  

Finding pink noise properties in this study indicates that ESL R2IW development is 

interaction dominant and provides falsifying evidence for the static based 

developmental assumptions made by researchers in the ESL R2IW literature, which 

extends reading to write literature in the ESL field.  Consequently, findings of the 

present research contribute to the development of an ESL R2IW construct and a 

change management research methodology and pedagogy, which extends research 

avenues in this area of the ESL field to effectively orchestrate EAL reading to write 

learner fitness in complex dynamic university contexts. 

Key words: reading to write, pink noise, complex dynamic systems, ESL 
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Chapter One 

Change and 21st Century Society 

The notion of change has emerged as a characterising and ubiquitous property of 21st 

century society.  This perhaps indicates that adaptive shifts in focus are now beginning to 

take place, where there is a move away from “macro-social level” (Lancaster, 2013, p. 1270) 

discussions surrounding isolated causes and effects of change to a need to examine change at 

a deeper mechanistic and micro level.   

These emerging notions of change inspired this research, which aims to investigate 

the development process underlying English language learner’s reading to innovate in writing 

(R2IW) performance in university-based instructed contexts.  The term reading to write refers 

to writing tasks whereby writers are required to integrate and incorporate ideas from 

scholarly sources to respond to a topic.  Reading to innovate in writing (R2IW) refers to 

reading to write tasks in which novel ideas in response to the topic are required.  Reading to 

write tasks are prevalent in universities, including tertiary based ESL learning contexts 

(Grabe & Zhang, 2013; Knoch & Sitajalabhorn, 2013), and there is growing use of reading to 

write tasks for high stakes ESL purposes, such as assessment and placement (Knoch & 

Sitajalabhorn, 2013; Plakans, 2015).  Furthermore, and in general what has not changed, is 

the particular significance given to “authorial novelty” in universities (Kauffer & Geisler, 

1989, p. 308), that is, capacities to develop new knowledge in writing for academic and 

professional audiences.   

Therefore, reading to innovate in writing texts composed by EAL students in ESL 

university settings provide an ideal empirical window for examining the mechanisms of 

change.  In addition, gaining an understanding of the nature of change in ESL reading to 

write performance may contribute to the development of a construct for transforming ideas in 

ESL reading to write tasks and inform ESL pedagogy that aims to assist EAL university 
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students to manage change adaptively in and for 21st century society.  For the purposes of this 

paper, the term adaptive refers to the agility of a system.  That is, its capacity to re-organise, 

self-assemble and coordinate in response to new situations, with no prior assumptions of the 

negativity (maladaptive) or positivity (adaptive) of the result (Agar, 2004; Van Geert & Van 

Dijk, 2002).   

An emphasis on development or change at a micro level requires an effortful 

broadening in perspective to include more holistic and powerful methodologies and tools to 

enable deeper scrutiny of the coordination of “processes in between” (Hidalgo, 2011, p. 557).  

Looking in between causes and effects, beyond what cause and what change, may enable 

researchers to effectively gain insight into the how and why of change (Kuhn, 2008; Lowie & 

Verspoor, 2015; The Douglas Fir Group, 2016; Thelen & Smith, 1994).  A broadening and 

deepening of research scope may also prevent reification of the concept of change.  It may 

also prevent re-settlement into stable patterns of exclusive use of dominant research 

traditions.  Preventing reification and re-settlement may then facilitate the orchestrating of 

agile adaptiveness for the 21st century’s “open, innovation-driven, knowledge” society 

(Scardamalia et al., 2017, n.p.) in which, and for which, language teaching and research take 

place. 

Before outlining the specific aims of this study, this chapter firstly discusses the 

purposes and contexts in which this research topic and its aims have emerged.  It then 

discusses the significance of this study, followed by an outline of the research question and 

three sub-questions.  It is important to note that any references to English as an Additional 

Language (EAL) refer to the nature of student backgrounds in language learning classrooms.  

In an open and globalised world, it is likely that many students learning English language in a 

university classroom use more than one language.  They also may not find it an easy task to 

identify their second language.  In contrast, references to English as a Second Language 
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(ESL) and English as a Foreign Language (EFL) in this paper construe and identify the 

activity, pedagogy, research and / or location of the teacher and / or researcher.  ESL learners 

are those whose first language is not English and who typically study English in an English 

speaking country.  EFL learners are those whose first language is not English and who study 

English language inside their native country. 

Complexity and Second Language Acquisition Contexts 

 

In second language acquisition (SLA) contexts and scholarship, change is manifest in 

activities and theorising around the acquisition and performance of additional languages.  

Change is inherently central to the practice of educators in the SLA field as they attempt to 

explain, facilitate, and evaluate language phenomena and its development.  However, the 

dynamic interconnectedness that now takes place in the globalisation era (Kramsch, 2014) 

seems to have intensified issues associated with second language acquisition and learning 

practice.  For researchers in the SLA field, emergent shifts from a macro level to a focus on 

the mechanics of change seems to be reflected in calls for transdisciplinary coordination in 

ESL research (Halliday & Burns, 2006; Larsen-Freeman, 2012; The Douglas Fir Group, 

2016).  This shift is also evident in the growing amount of ESL research activity drawing on 

complex dynamic system theories and principles (The Douglas Fir Group, 2016).   

Complex dynamic systems theories resonate with the realities of dynamic 

contemporary ESL writing contexts (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008; Verspoor, Lowie, & 

van Dijk, 2008).  They offer writing practitioners and researchers new perspectives to 

examine emerging issues around reading to write language development in contemporary 

contexts.  Complex dynamic systems theories are based on mathematical and scientific 

principles concerned with describing and explaining changes in systems that are both 

complex and far from thermodynamic equilibrium.  Systemic complexity and disequilibrium 
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arise when enormous numbers and varieties of living or non-living elements with different 

historical trajectories are free and open to connect and interact within and outside the system.  

These unique trajectories and this freedom and interconnectedness are associated with 

emergent and unpredictable development of a phenomenon.  This is despite the nature and 

degree of local input or activity into a system (Prigogine & Stengers, 1984; Thelen & Smith, 

1994).   

Twenty first century second language learning appears to embody these properties of 

complex dynamic systems.  Firstly, language learners’ biological and cognitive processes 

interact continuously with an interconnected variety of evolving social systems of people, 

texts, language forms, learning environments, and resources (Ellis, 2007).  This is not new, 

but compared with the past, instructed language learning contexts are now more open to 

continual accelerated interactions and feedback, and therefore, accelerated “co-adaptation” 

opportunities (Cameron & Larsen-Freeman, 2007, p. 230).  Instructed language learning 

contexts are also more exposed to completely new language learning situations, purposes, and 

forms as a result of technological development and global mobility (Paavola, Engestrom, & 

Hakkarainen, 2012).  These open and more broadly interconnected learning experiences seem 

to also make learning to write from sources more holistic and dynamic.  Communication flux 

now blurs the confines of learning contexts.  This can render the appropriateness of the 

language knowledge, forms, behaviours, and genres that learners are exposed to in the 

classroom as more temporal (Kramsch, 2014; The Douglas Fir Group, 2016).   

 

 

  This is despite the input and 

experiences that teachers have facilitated for all students in a cohort.  In reality, reading to 

write language-learning outcomes can be characterised by sudden individual success or 
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regressions, fluctuations, or lack of development.  Furthermore, any writing success and new 

ideas reached may also now only have temporal relevance as biological, behavioural, and 

environmental interactions, and thus co-adaptivity, continue at a now digital pace.   

 

 

 

  The solution or transformed idea that ESL learners generate in 

writing is non-existent anywhere in the genetics of the individual or in the environment.  This 

raises questions about how novel ideas develop.  It also highlights the need for a theoretical 

construct of R2IW in ESL to inform pedagogy and assessment in this area.   

Developing an understanding of how change emerges in ESL reading to write tasks 

may require borrowing the methods developed in other disciplines, such as natural science 

and computer science.  For example, microscopic and macroscopic biological systems such 

as slime mould life cycle development, insect nest building, and human hand-eye 

coordination demonstrate emergent change.  Furthermore, computational systems including 

equations for population change, and physical systems such as patterns in drops from 

dripping taps and boiling water, also, demonstrate contingent emergent change that “is not 

materially encoded in the initial state” (Thelen, Ulrich & Wolff, 1991, p.24).  Because of the 

diversity of these phenomena, it is possible that ESL R2IW is a dynamic system.  Therefore, 

studying ESL R2IW change over time from complex dynamic perspectives is needed for 

contributing to a developmental theory in the field.   

Therefore, due to the possible dynamic nature of ESL R2IW development, theoretical 

and methodological tools that specifically foreground and measure variations rather than 

static components or process entities or objects (Cameron & Larsen-Freeman, 2007; The 
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Douglas Fir Group, 2016; Thelen & Smith, 1994), in language phenomena are critical for 

understanding this type of language development in open 21st century learning contexts.  For 

example, according to studies on child language development in the L1 domain, Van Geert 

and Van Dijk (2002) assert that evidence of variability in individual trajectories provides rich 

information regarding a learner’s language proficiency level at particular points in time.  If 

applicable to the ESL domain, information gained from examining variations in L2 R2IW 

tasks would be particularly valuable for supplementing learners’ reading to write test scores 

in tertiary instructed contexts.  Furthermore, notions of language as a static, separate and 

finite object for acquisition through either linear information processing components, storing 

schemas in the mind, or sociocultural mediation may not be able to fully support second 

language reading to write pedagogy and research in today’s dynamic and networked 

instructed language learning experiences (Cameron & Larsen-Freeman, 2007; Lowie, Plat, & 

de Bot, 2014).  This is because openness, interactivity, and co-adaptivity may mean that ESL 

syllabus end-points or goals, such as particular genres, content knowledge, vocabulary, or 

language forms are likely to continually evolve. 

Reading to Write and 21st Century Contexts 

 

 The capacity to innovate is essential to the writing success of international students in 

dynamic 21st century university contexts.  From L1 research insights, the ability to innovate 

in reading to write tasks seems to be dependent on relationship building and the development 

of goals beyond those in the immediate context of reading to write tasks (Flower, 1987; 

Kaufer & Geisler, 1989).  In fact, Flower (1987) suggests that writers’ goals and actions in 

writing are a reflection of how they interpret their environment.  This environment 

necessarily includes their knowledge, their community, and, according to Talmy (1988), the 

semantic forces resulting from interactions between lexical and grammatical notions and 

structures within texts, for example.  Furthermore, in addition to relationship building and 
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goal setting beyond the immediate context, Kello, Beltz, Holden, and Van Orden (2007), 

Thelen (1995), and Thelen and Smith (1994) suggest that sensory motor activity is also an 

inherent part of learning, cognition, and action across a variety of developmental domains.  

Such insights from developmental theory and psychology in the L1 field, therefore, suggest 

that embodiment may have a role to play in understanding L2 language development and the 

emergence of novelty in reading to write texts.   

Given the openness and interconnectedness of today’s ESL instructed contexts, SLA 

research within a complex dynamic system framework may therefore be conducive for, or at 

least an essential aspect of, investigating the reading to write construct.  Applying this 

framework may also provide insights into the mechanics of change, or idea transformation, in 

writing in networked and fluid 21st century environments.  Change management pedagogies 

for deliberate innovation in reading to write tasks, developed from viewing performance from 

a complex dynamic perspective, may assist ESL university students to be agile innovators as 

their contexts of language use continue to evolve for and into as-yet unmet purposes and 

situations (Paavola, Engestrom, & Hakkarainen, 2012).   

Change management is a concept that is often associated with the fields of business 

and management.  However, change and the underlying mathematical principles that 

underpin complexity theories have transdisciplinary relevance (Thelen et al., 1991).  

Therefore, research activity that explores these generalised concepts and principles at local 

levels may orchestrate the emergence of generalisable theories and models (Fazio & Siegler, 

2013; Thelen et al., 1991) that have benefits across disciplines.   

 

  Such studies may provide richer insights into R2IW 

tasks than research that solely focuses on static elements and endpoints (Thelen & Smith, 

1994; Van Orden, Holden, & Turvey, 2003; Verspoor et al., 2008).  As a result, if systemic 
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interactions are found to be a source of variability in ESL reading to write tasks, then having 

a common metric or “theme” (Halliday, 2001, p. 176) may enable the SLA field to have 

transdisciplinary relevance.  It may also prevent SLA scholarship arising from reading to 

write research from quickly becoming obsolete in today’s dynamic instructed SLA contexts.   

Significance of this Study 

 

It seems then that SLA theory and scholarship need to now inform the development of 

change management pedagogy that “honours complexity” (Larsen-Freeman, 2007, p. 35) and 

“nonlinear interaction-dominant dynamics” (Lowie et al., 2014, p. 217).  In the ESL domain, 

understanding and managing accelerated and ubiquitous change, complexity, and 

adaptiveness are likely to be critically pertinent to support the development of international 

students’ research skills.  In today’s complex higher education environments, issues that stem 

from the reality of 21st century open contexts naturally converge.  Firstly, tertiary institutions 

are sites for research and international ESL student education.  Together, research and 

language education activities provide a unique lens to view, extend understanding, and 

address complex dynamic systems issues for macro or wider ranging impact beyond the ESL 

and SLA discipline.  This is because universities are becoming increasingly embedded in, 

influenced by, and focused on intense engagement with global contexts (Henry, 2016; 

Marginson, 2015).  Thus, they are becoming increasingly open, complex, and interdependent, 

and necessarily impacted by unique problems (Keohane, 2013; Marginson, 2015; Mayhew, 

2017).  Furthermore, having the acknowledged role of leaders of innovation, and the 

motivation to engage globally, there is therefore an increased role for universities to 

effectively support EAL students to specifically develop their capacity for adaptiveness to 

lead innovation and deliberate creativity “beyond sharing and discussion” (Scardamalia et al., 

2017, p. 703).  This would support ESL students’ capacity to achieve success and impact in 

highly uncertain and complex contexts and to manage the unique problems associated with 
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these environments (Ernst & Young, 2018; Laakala, Muukkonen, Paavola, & Haakkarainen, 

2008; Merali & Allen, 2011; Paarlberg & Bielefeld, 2009; Price Waterhouse Cooper, 2016).   

Secondly, another reason for applying complex dynamic systems perspectives to 

reading to write scholarship in English language learning university settings is that ESL 

researchers are in a unique position to provide solutions for topics of transdisciplinary 

relevance (Halliday & Burns, 2006), such as managing change and understanding innovation.  

This is because it can be argued that samples of language in use are a conduit of society, 

human interaction, and their environment.  Responses in R2IW texts capture the structures 

and importantly the dynamic meaning making or in-situ solutions possible for a particular 

ESL writer in the particular writing environment (Halliday, 2001; Larsen-Freeman & 

Cameron, 2013; Matthiesson, Lukin, Butt, Cleirigh, & Nesbitt, 2005) in which the writing 

took place.  Taking a complex dynamic systems perspective in reading to write pedagogy and 

scholarship may also enable the tracking of students’ fitness (Merali & Allen, 2011) and 

readiness for deliberate innovation (Paavola, Engestrom, & Hakkarainen, 2012) in writing in 

future complex environments.   

Furthermore, the development of a change management pedagogy for ESL in tertiary 

education settings is relevant because the openness and co-adaptive properties of complex 

dynamic systems highlight their potential to influence change.  For example, a greater 

capacity to deliberately transform knowledge in texts may indirectly trigger significant and 

wide developmental changes, or butterfly effects (de Bot, Verspoor, & Lowie, 2005; Larsen-

Freeman and Cameron, 2008; Maguire, 2011).  This capacity may become a tool for ESL 

students to shape and competitively lead change (Flower, 1987; Kaufer & Geisler, 1989) in 

universities, workplaces, and wider society.  As a result, local language instruction sites in 

universities may be ideal to effort-fully facilitate innovation that can meet the needs of ESL 

students.   
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 One of the key tasks of researchers is to extend knowledge and solve problems by 

transforming existing knowledge into new ideas and innovations in writing (Allison, 2004; 

Flower, 1989; Kwan, Chan, & Lam, 2012).  This skill has become even more essential for 

today’s international ESL students intending to enrol in research programs.  Openness to a 

continual tide of ideas and competition makes the capacity to learn, track emergent ideas 

(Scardamalia et al., 2017) and adapt at a digital pace key markers of environmental fitness 

and survival (Merali & Allen, 2011) in universities.  In addition, the capacity to publish in the 

English language is still given priority status in universities (Cargill, O’Connor, & Li, 2012; 

Hyland, 2013).  Thus, change management pedagogies to support skill development in ESL 

reading to write tasks may orchestrate the conditions required to enable students to transform 

ideas in writing in an additional language more efficiently and effectively.   

 However, first, establishing the dynamics of ESL reading to write development tasks 

that specifically focus on deliberate innovation is needed.  Therefore, this study aims to 

address the following research question and three sub questions: 

1. What is the general shape of the development process underlying reading to innovate 

in writing (R2IW) development in EAL classroom based contexts? 

i. How does the emergence of innovation in reading to write texts vary over 

different time periods? 

ii. How stable is the emergence of innovation in reading to write texts over 

different time periods? 

iii. To what degree is variability evident within nested timescales? 

Organisation of this Dissertation 

 

 This dissertation is organised into six chapters: 
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Chapter Two platforms the theoretical framework for this study.  It discusses reading to write 

tasks and specifically examines the nature of idea transformation or newness in these types of 

tasks.  It also introduces dynamic systems theory, including an examination of the key 

properties, concepts, and terms belonging to this body of knowledge.  Chapter Two also 

includes discussion relating to dynamic systems theory’s utility as a tool for scientific 

investigation and its potential relevance and application to the second language acquisition 

field.  In Chapter Three, an examination of the key literature underpinning this study is 

provided.  It begins by discussing the applicability of new tools and methods available to 

investigate and measure phenomena from a dynamic systems perspective.  Specific focus is 

given to the insights provided by the application of fractal geometry and pink noise within a 

range of fields including psychology, human movement, neuroscience, natural science, 

economics, and the arts.  Insights provided by fractal geometry concepts and pink noise in the 

English L1 and L2 fields specifically are then discussed.  The chapter concludes with a 

review of the literature on reading to write tasks in the ESL and EFL field, specifically 

focusing on testing and pedagogy in this area.  Chapter Four describes the methodology 

applied in this research project.  This includes a description of the research design, sampling 

strategy, researcher role, and data collection methods.  Methods of data analysis techniques 

and ethical considerations are then discussed.  In Chapter Five, the findings from the 

empirical investigation are presented.  It discusses the findings in relation to the research 

question and three sub-questions and the properties of dynamic systems.  Finally, the 

conclusion of the study, potential impacts of the research findings, and limitations are 

discussed in Chapter Six.   
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Chapter Two 

Theoretical Framework 

 In this chapter, the theoretical framework for this study is presented.  It begins with a 

discussion on the nature of idea transformation, or innovation, in reading to write tasks.  An 

analysis of dynamic systems theory then follows.  The analysis examines the theory’s main 

properties, concepts, and terms.  The utility of dynamic systems theory as a scientific tool for 

investigating ESL R2IW in complex and dynamic university contexts is then discussed. 

 In reading to write tasks, writers use multiple readings to various degrees.  Despite 

their prevalence in university education, theory and scholarship on the nature of reading to 

write tasks in ESL have been limited (Grabe & Zhang, 2013; Knoch & Sitajalabhorn, 2013).  

Significantly, scholarship contributing specifically to a developmental theory of deliberate 

innovation in reading to write tasks is particularly scant in the context of ESL.  This is despite 

the inherent challenges for ESL writers when making the transition from knowledge teller to 

knowledge transformer (Flower, 1987; Flower, 1989).  The lack of scholarship in this area is 

also surprising given that the ability to transform ideas in writing from sources is valued as 

the highest form of critical literacy and academic scholarship (Flower, 1989; Kaufer & 

Geisler, 1989).  It is also surprising given the role that deliberate innovation practices may 

play in assisting society to meet the challenges posed by dynamic information laden contexts 

(Ernst & Young, 2018; Lakkala et al., 2008; Scardamalia et al., 2017).  Therefore, there is a 

need to extend investigation and discussion in the R2IW ESL literature to include not only 

the nature of novel ideas in writing from sources but also how this L2 cognitive process 

develops in today’s complex and dynamic university settings. 

  However, despite the lack of prominence in L2 research, in the L1 field, researchers 

(Flower, 1987; Flower, 1989; Kaufer & Geisler, 1989; Spivey, 1990) have provided some 

insight into the construct of innovation in written texts that have been produced using 
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multiple readings.  According to Flower (1987), reading to write compositions can be 

classified into five types.  These are summary, response, review and comment, synthesis, and 

rhetorical purpose texts, with rhetorical purpose texts exhibiting the highest level of 

knowledge transformation.  Flower (1987) argues that knowledge transformation in rhetorical 

purpose texts is evidenced by an organising purpose, which is a goal for writing developed by 

the writer that is derived from ideas beyond the source readings.  Kaufer and Geisler (1989, 

p. 305) concur, asserting that the organising purpose is a goal developed by the writer for 

intellectual purposes or products beyond the composition.  This rhetorical purpose drives 

strategies for the selection and integration of multiple knowledge forms and the emergence of 

unique ideas and discourse (Flower, 1987).  Both Flower (1987) and Kaufer and Geisler 

(1989) add that optimum textual uniqueness emerges from discourse that challenges higher-

level knowledge taxonomies.   

 In addition to goals and strategies, researchers in the L1 reading field have identified 

the characteristics of transformation in reading to write tasks.  According to Spivey (1990), 

knowledge transformation is evident in reading to write compositions that exhibit new 

structural, textual, and idea generation.  Like Flower (1987), Spivey argues that these novel 

forms are driven by the existence of heuristic space, which provides the writer with agency 

opportunities for overriding the goals found in the source readings.  According to Spivey 

(1990), when writers use readings to compose written texts, transformation can be identified 

in the selections, organisation, and connections the writer has made.  In terms of content 

selection transformation, writers reverse the foreground and background ideas for contextual 

purposes.  That is, they foreground ideas in their text that were background in the original 

text.  Alternatively, writers select ideas from the original text based on their belief or for 

attitudinal reasons, such as level of interest or knowledge about source reading content.  

Thirdly, ideas can be selected in situ according to the needs that arise as the text is composed.  
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Finally, selection transformation may be indicated by a combination of all these factors.  In 

terms of content organisation, Spivey (1990) further states that novel content organisation is 

evident if the overall global structure of the original texts is maintained in the new text but 

there are some chunks of the original text that are in a different order.  Alternatively, 

innovative content organising is found in the generating of links or words that enable 

different organisation or chunks to be created in the new composition compared with those of 

the original texts.  In terms of content connection transformation in the new text, novel 

connections can be seen when the writer has added their own ideas and cohesive links to 

varying degrees to synthesise with original content or links from the source readings (Spivey, 

1990). 

 The energised transformations and characters of newness in the writers composition 

created through the use of novel content organising, selecting, and connecting are also 

tempered by social connections and epistemic beliefs about what knowledge is, what it means 

to know, and who knows it (Andriessen & Baker, 2014; Kuhn, Cheney, & Weinstock, 2000; 

Peng & Nisbett, 1999).  Consequently, these forces may moderate the type of ideas that can 

be evidenced as academic innovation in an ESL reading to write paper.  Kaufer and Geisler 

(1989) also propose that cutting-edge newness is defined more by relationships between ideas 

and the academic community than the properties of the ideas themselves.  As a result, the 

social connections and beliefs in the reading to write environment may be influential in an 

ESL writer’s R2IW behaviour, that is, their inclination to or degree to which they transform 

and innovate while using readings to write.  Hence, a definition of innovation in reading to 

write texts also necessarily includes innovative ideas that have a capacity to achieve 

consensus within the academic community, build on prior knowledge, are evidenced by valid 

and reliable research data, and achieve a balance between too much and not enough respect 

for the past (Kaufer and Geisler, 1989).  This suggests that social and epistemic interactions 
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in a writer’s environments rather than rhetorical purpose strategies and novel content 

organisation, selection, and connection properties may have an influential role in the 

development of novelty in reading to write performance. 

 In addition to social and epistemic interaction pressures, Talmy (1988) suggests that 

the English language has the capacity to exert “force dynamics (FD)” (p. 49) in discourse, 

particularly in argumentative texts.  These forces are generated by grammatical and lexical 

items that physicalise meaning in a number of ways, such as an “exertion of force, resistance 

to such force, removal of such blockage, and the like” (Talmy, 1988, p. 49).  This seems to 

resonate with views of cognitive psychologists, who argue that cognitive behaviour reflects 

the emergent and widespread embodiment of body, brain, and environment activit ies and that 

these activity “patterns connect with and extend out to their surroundings” (Kello, Anderson, 

Holden, & Van Orden, 2008, p. 1217).  Thus, if this is the case, transformation evidenced at a 

macro level in ESL reading to write texts may also evolve from the co-dependent and 

emergent coordination of word and phrase perception in the textual environment as a learner 

reads, with other brain, body, and environmental processes.   

 In this way, R2IW behaviour reflects the coordination of micro level social, physical, 

and textual processes in the writer’s reading to write environment, which also span a variety 

of time frames and magnifications (Blythe & Croft, 2009; Howe & Lewis, 2005; van Geert & 

Steenbeek, 2005).  Investigating ESL R2IW in complex dynamic university systems for 

contributing to a developmental theory and a change management pedagogy in the field, 

therefore, seems to require conducive theories, methodologies, and tools that reflect the 

nature of the language phenomenon and the context in which it takes place.  It seems that to 

be conducive, these frameworks and tools need to not only construe the principles of complex 

dynamic systems and the properties of cognitive systems, such as reading to write 

performance, but they also need to specifically foreground coordinated interactions and thus 
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variations rather than isolated processes and entities.  Consequently, firstly clarifying the 

nature of the dynamics of ESL R2IW is required in order to be able to subsequently identify 

appropriate methodologies and tools for investigating and facilitating this language 

phenomena in contemporary university settings.   

Dynamic Systems Theory  

 

 Dynamic systems theory (DST) is a branch within complexity theory that specifically 

focuses on foregrounding, measuring, and explaining intrinsic variation within and between 

individuals and entities in complex systems (Waninge, Dornyei, & de Bot 2014).  From a 

DST theoretical perspective, de-compacting summary data, such as the mean and standard 

deviation, and foregrounding intrinsic variation in raw data offers SLA researchers a window 

for investigating the nature of system interactions and language development (Van Geert & 

Van Dijk, 2002).  DST proposes that development in complex systems results from the 

holistic interaction of sub system processes, which necessarily results in individual 

development trajectories (Lowie & Verspoor, 2015).  Furthermore, and importantly for ESL 

reading to write researchers, these variations signify development rather than research design 

errors (Van Geert & Van Dijk, 2002).  According to DST, because of the complete 

interconnectedness and variety of initial states of all sub system processes in the system at 

any one time, no sub system process is given special status in the developmental process (de 

Bot, Lowie, & Verspoor, 2007).  Development in a complex system can increase over time, 

in which there is no ultimate end point (de Bot et al., 2007).  For ESL R2IW practitioners and 

researchers, such a perspective may seem to make prediction about learner performance, and 

therefore pedagogical intervention in complex dynamic systems, seem impossible (Dornyei, 

2014) because of the openness and interconnectedness of contemporary ESL instructed 

contexts in higher education.   
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 Despite the complexity of today’s tertiary ESL instructed contexts, complexity 

theorists argue that there is evidence for the potential to make predictions in complex systems 

despite the complexity and degrees of freedom in interconnected and open environments.  

However, this requires deeper and more microscopic examinations of the workings of a 

system during times of transition.  Researchers from a range of disciplines suggest that 

predictions can be made around the boundaries of phenomena in a system (Ellis, O’Donnell, 

& Romer, 2013; Lowie & Verspoor, 2015; Merali, 2002; Waninge et al., 2014).  This means 

the points where a system is changeable, that is in a metastable state, where there is a balance 

between chaos and constraint (Kello et al., 2008).  Thelen and Smith (1994) and Thelen et al.  

(1991) refer to system components that have reached a threshold that move the system into a 

balanced state within the motor development field as control parameters.  In the area of 

neuropsychology, Edelman (1989) uses the term epigenetic constraints, which are considered 

important for adaptive concept formation, language, and consciousness in the theory of 

neuronal group selection.  Eisenhardt (2013) and Paarlberg and Bielefeld (2009) suggest that 

simple rules that are sparse in quantity assist strategic managers and entrepreneurs to 

successfully adapt to change and innovate in complex business environments.  Further, 

Maturana and Varela (in Merali, 2002) argue that successful innovation in complex 

organisational environments is achieved through relationships, which enable continual 

emergence of innovative ideas while maintaining a stable sense of identity.  According to 

Merali (2002), in complex environments balancing innovation with a stable identity is highly 

dependent upon close attention to boundary and relationship management.  The utility of 

these chaotic yet constrained concepts in a wide range of fields provide insight into 

mechanisms for novelty and prediction and may thus have relevance to investigating R2IW in 

the ESL field.  These bounded mechanistic insights are needed for investigating change and 
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facilitating novel idea development in reading to write tasks in complex and dynamic 

university-based ESL contexts.   

 Interestingly, the bounded metaphors described above seem to have also resonated 

with education researchers in the English as a first language (L1) and second language (L2) 

domains.  Givon (as cited in Larsen-Freeman, 2003) reports that grammar for successful 

natural language use must be both flexible and rigid in order to enable the communicator to 

adaptively construe meaning that is context driven but also at the same time intelligible and 

recognisable by communicators.  In terms of reading to write, some researchers have argued 

that optimal reading to write performance texts are characterised by those that exhibit novelty 

but are also bounded by scholarship or epistemic constraint (Andriessen & Baker, 2014; 

Flower, 1987; Flower, 1989; Greene, 1991; Kaufer & Geisler, 1989; Kuhn, Cheney, & 

Weinstock, 2000; Kwan, Chan, & Lam, 2012; Peng & Nisbett, 1999).  That is, writers’ texts 

show evidence of novel idea generation but these novelties are sufficiently bounded.  In other 

words, the degree of innovation in the text pushes the boundaries of knowledge to new 

regions, but the ideas are still sufficiently grounded in the target community’s knowledge 

base or the writer’s epistemic belief range.  The degree of newness is still also appropriate to 

meet the scholarship expectations of the academic community despite the openness of the 

task, the variety of knowledge sources (Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2005; Tzortzaki & Mihiotis, 

2014) at the writer’s disposal, and the dynamic forces operating within the discourse.  

According to Kaufer and Geisler (1989, p.289): “There must be a market for innovation 

within a target community or it won’t note or assimilate the change.” Nevertheless, despite 

the recognition of the importance of restrained novelty in reading to write texts for meeting 

the needs of academic audiences, these bounded metaphors may only be relevant to the 

development of a change management pedagogy if ESL R2IW development is a complex 

dynamic system. 
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 This concept of loose regulation or boundedness across these heterogeneous 

disciplines seems to suggest that dynamic systems theoretical frameworks may provide SLA 

researchers with new perspectives and methodological tools for identifying the nature of the 

ESL R2IW system, potential control parameters, and when a system is more flexible to 

change or is developing.  Control parameters do not prescribe or control a system but rather 

loosen the stability of the system or move the system into a changeable or flexible region.  

What state evolves next is unpredictable, but when flexible, a complex system is capable of 

change and adaptiveness and provides an ideal experimental context for introducing 

perturbations and investigating control parameters in complex dynamic systems (Thelen et 

al., 1991).  In complex and dynamic ESL instructed contexts, reading to write success could 

be defined as the capacity to both adapt and develop novel ideas with agility.  Therefore, to 

facilitate these writing capacities, the ESL reading to write field requires an understanding of 

the nature of the R2IW system with research tools and methods that make variations visible, 

measure change, and explain its origins.  DST frameworks may thus be pertinent to and 

reveal the nature of innovation in reading to write tasks where 21st century complexity and 

openness have raised the degrees of freedom in instructed ESL environments in higher 

education.   

 Within the dynamic systems theoretical framework, all forms of variation, 

uncertainty, and bounded change are acknowledged.  Significantly, this is in distinct contrast 

to descriptive statistics assumptions.  Developmental insights within the DST framework do 

not stem from removing variance but from foregrounding variance.  This includes elevating 

time through the examination of the role of intrinsic variation in the system over time (de Bot 

et al., 2007; Thelen & Smith, 1994; Van Dijk & Van Geert, 2007; Van Geert & Van Dijk, 

2002; Van Orden, Holden, & Turvey, 2003).  DST scholars assert that intrinsic variation in a 

system is systematic and self-organising.  In addition, they suggest intrinsic variation is 
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evidence of sub system processes interacting in readiness for coordinating to create 

spontaneous change solutions in real time for evolving situations at hand (de Bot et al., 2007; 

Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Lowie, Plat, & de Bot, 2014; Thelen & Ulrich, 1991; Van Orden et 

al., 2003).  At some points in time, the amount of variation in a system may be relatively low, 

reflecting a relatively stable system.  In stable attractor states, a significant amount of energy 

is required to mobilise interaction to achieve a state of creative readiness.  In complexity 

terms, an attractor is a relatively stable state or behaviour that a system tends to be attracted 

to (Larsen-Freeman and Cameron, 2008).  The construct of a developmental theory in a 

complex system can be developed when attractors are identified (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p.  

60) because attractors act as “order parameters, which are capable of slaving all other modes 

of the system” (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p. 55).  Therefore, investigating the shape of ESL 

R2IW dynamics by examining variation and stability in time is necessary for contributing to a 

developmental theory in the ESL field.   

 In addition to attractor states, another state of particular interest to DST theorists are 

times when the phenomenon under investigation in a system exhibits a significant, but still 

somewhat restrained, or bounded, range of intrinsic variation.  In such periods, it is suggested 

that the sub system processes are agile and have greater freedom and control.  Both this 

freedom and control enables flexible assembly, creation, and testing of solutions to changes 

in the environment (Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Thelen & Smith, 1994; Van Orden et al., 2003).  

During this creative readiness time, this now critical or highly variable system is approaching 

a state of potential transition, where minor perturbations or interventions in the system can 

prompt the sub processes to fully coordinate and change.  In DST terms, this shift is a 

bifurcation.  In educational terms, if this shift is desired, it represents learning or 

development, which is a new, but temporary, attractor state representing a different and more 

stable pattern of development (de Bot et al., 2007; Thelen & Smith, 1994; Van Orden et al., 
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2003).  Development, according to DST theory, is therefore defined as a shift from one stable 

state to another (Van Geert & Van Dijk, 2002), and disordered variable states are necessary 

for order, shifts, or stability. 

 For ESL researchers and teachers working with university students, the identification 

of generalised patterns of variation in developmental trajectories in reading to write tasks 

data, first of all, may provide evidence of the shape of the dynamics of a language learning 

system.  Knowing the shape of dynamic may point to an appropriate statistical metric 

(Holden, n.d.) for ESL research in complex contexts.  Variation patterns may also 

subsequently indicate a particular learner’s current adaptiveness capacity, which can inform 

pedagogical change management interventions in instructed contexts.  According to DST 

theorists, including the examination of transition states is an effective starting point to enable 

researchers to see a complete picture of the orchestrators of change in a complex system 

(Kello et al., 2008; Thelen & Smith, 1994; Van Orden et al., 2003).  For ESL researchers, 

transition states may provide a formalised and practical (de Bot et al., 2007) foundation to 

investigate interventions (Dornyei, 2014; Thelen & Smith, 1994) in contemporary SLA 

contexts.  In R2IW contexts, this intervention could include exploring changes in system 

coordination as a result of introducing different types of reading sources, writing topics, or 

heuristic space opportunities.  This may prove valuable to increase understanding of the 

relationship between effort and system coordination.  Lowie, Plat, and de Bot (2014) concur, 

suggesting that DST perspectives offer attractive opportunities to observe the relationship 

between increasing L2 language proficiency and system coordination.   

 Furthermore, a number of experts in the field have argued that this type of research 

activity is necessary to firmly establish whether complex systems and dynamic systems 

theories have relevance for explaining second language learning (Gregg, 2010; Hiver & Al-

Hoorie, 2016; MacWhinney, 2006; Van Geert, 2007).  In addition, these perspectives might 
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also enable researchers to establish a common mechanistic connection or metric between 

sociocultural and cognitive processes, which Lantolf (2007) argues is still needed in the SLA 

field.  This study, therefore, investigated the type of dynamics underlying ESL reading to 

write tasks that focus on deliberate innovation development in higher education contexts from 

a dynamic systems theory perspective. 
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Chapter Three 

Literature Review 

 This chapter examines the key literature underpinning this study’s investigation of 

how and why innovation emerges in English language learners’ reading to write tasks in 

complex and dynamic university settings.  Firstly, the suitability of dynamic systems theory 

and its methods and tools for observing and measuring R2IW development in complex and 

dynamic ESL contexts is discussed.  This part of the review specifically focuses on 

examining the applicability of fractal geometry and pink noise insights from a diverse range 

of disciplines for operationalising the purpose of this study, which is describing R2IW 

dynamics in the ESL field.  Finally, the ESL literature on reading to write testing and 

pedagogy is then reviewed to highlight how an understanding of ESL R2IW dynamics may 

contribute to ESL R2IW scholarship. 

Dynamic Systems Theories and Second Language Acquisition 

 

 DST theories and perspectives have been applied for some time within a range of 

fields outside science and mathematics.  Furthermore, a number of ESL researchers have also 

broadened their ontological lens to include complex dynamic system perspectives, methods, 

and tools to observe and notice intrinsic variation in language development.  Larsen-Freeman 

(2006) applied a longitudinal time series research design to explore variation patterns in the 

development of complexity, accuracy, and fluency (CAF) in the writing of five adult Chinese 

ESL learners.  Analysis of the CAF changes over time from raw data plots revealed that 

although the CAF of the group had increased over time, the developmental route of each 

participant was unique, with some evidence of preferred routes and attractors.  For example, 

inter-individual data revealed that grammatical and vocabulary complexity was developing 

well in one learner in contrast to their accuracy and fluency development whereas at the same 

time another learner’s fluency and accuracy developmental trajectory was higher.  In terms of 
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attractors, intra-individual data in Larsen-Freeman’s study indicated that one learner focused 

on developing vocabulary complexity over the study period, but other learners focused more 

on grammatical complexity over the same period.  Fukuda (2014) and Zhang and Lu (2013) 

conducted similar analyses and focused on individual developmental changes in CAF in 

Japanese speaking and Chinese writing in second language contexts, respectively.  These two 

studies found the adult learners followed unique developmental trajectories despite the 

general increase in development at the group level.   

 The application of longitudinal time series methodology is valuable.  It reveals 

opportunities for broader insights into language change compared with traditional state based 

methodologies.  For example, rather than being stage-like and computational based, 

individual developmental trajectories suggest that CAF development could be dynamic in 

nature.  The findings also open up a wider range of possible classroom interventions that may 

have otherwise been overlooked by the application of standard descriptive statistics 

procedures only.  Nevertheless, the data analysis tools used in these studies may not have 

been sufficiently fine grained or deep enough to accurately identify critical points or the 

system’s capacity to co-adapt and develop new forms.  Sufficiently fine-grained analytical 

tools to measure variation and changeability are needed to enhance the empirical utility of 

DST for SLA purposes (De Bot, 2008; Lowie & Verspoor, 2015), and particularly for the 

purposes of observing the dynamics of multidimensional and qualitative language phenomena 

such as R2IW, which is the focus for this research study.   

 Sufficiently fine-grained analytical tools are also required to ensure that emergent 

patterns of stability or increased variability in a system are not mistakenly identified as 

bifurcation points.  According to Thelen and Smith (1994), this is because the state space of a 

complex system can have more than one attractor state with different degrees of attraction.  In 
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addition, relying solely on observations of variation patterns in raw data plots at one 

timescale as described in the studies above (see Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Fukuda, 2014; Zhang 

& Lu, 2013) and may not sufficiently explain the how and why of the emergent linguistic 

behaviour under investigation (MacWhinney, 2006).  That is, observing raw data plots at one 

timescale only may not reveal the type of role that interacting brain, body, and processes may 

be playing in the second language acquisition system.  Therefore, in order to make visible the 

role of interactions in the qualitative multidimensional language phenomena in this study, 

ESL R2IW development, variability and stability in raw data plots will be measured over two 

timescales rather than one. 

 A variety of relatively new DST tools are available that provide researchers with a 

vision of system variability.  These statistical tools allow researchers to specifically observe 

and describe variability (Van Geert & Van Dijk, 2002).  A further set of unique research tools 

are based on fractal geometry and the identification of pink noise.  These very high resolution 

tools also foreground intrinsic data, and it is argued they provide researchers with a high level 

of certainty about the underlying dynamics of a system (de Bot, 2008; Diniz et al., 2014; 

Holden, n.d.).  They may therefore have the capacity to contribute towards the development 

of an empirical and falsifiable view (Lowie & Verspoor, 2015) of the degree of predictability 

of reading to innovate in writing language phenomena in 21st century second language 

learning systems, which is still needed (Lowie & Verspoor, 2015).   

 In order to specifically explore variation in language learning performance, a number 

of SLA researchers have adopted the new DST tools.  In the adult English as a foreign 

language (EFL) domain, Verspoor, Lowie, and Van Dijk (2008) applied DST techniques in 

longitudinal studies of vocabulary and sentence construction complexity and development 

with learners who had Dutch as their L1.  Variability in the data was found to be meaningful, 

indicating that the vocabulary and sentence construction complexity development system was 
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non-linear.  Baba and Nitta (2014) conducted a similar study focusing on fluency 

development in a Japanese EFL writing context.  The researchers found variability patterns 

indicating that developmental phase transitions had occurred, providing evidence of a non-

linear developmental mechanism for fluency in writing.  Dong (2016) also found evidence of 

non-linear dynamics by applying longitudinal DST techniques to the study of listening 

strategy use and performance in the EFL context in China.  Spoelman and Verspoor (2010) 

applied similar DST techniques to study CAF development in Dutch adult learners of Finnish 

as a second language using writing samples collected over three years and also found 

meaningful variability patterns in the data.   

 Studies in the ESL domain using new DST to platform variation have also provided 

language-learning insights.  Polat and Kim (2014) used DST techniques to explore variation 

in complexity and accuracy development of the speech of an advanced, untutored adult 

Turkish ESL speaker over twelve months.  Their data indicated that DST techniques revealed 

the mechanics of CAF change.  Caspi & Lowie (2013) applied DST techniques to explore the 

gap between reception and production of vocabulary development in adult Brazilian 

Portuguese ESL learners.  The DST techniques in their study also informed the development 

of a computer simulation model to test the predictability of the data, which showed 

significant potential for explaining the vocabulary gap phenomenon.  Still within the ESL 

domain, Chan, Verspoor, and Vahtrick (2015) compared sentence complexity development in 

speaking with this type of development in writing of 15 year old Taiwanese identical twins.  

The researchers were interested in increasing the objectivity of DST techniques by employing 

an unsupervised hidden Markhov model (HMM).  This model computes observation data to 

identify possible phase shifts rather than visual researcher inspections to more precisely 

identify critical points, that is, the point where the system self-organises and new learning 

begins (Chan, Verspoor, and Vahtrick, 2015).  Similar to the studies detailed above, and 
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despite the genetic similarities in this particular case, DST analysis indicated that both 

participants followed unique nonlinear developmental routes.   

 In general, from these studies using new DST tools, researchers have described 

language change as emergent.  They have argued that language development is non-linear, 

providing insight into the dynamic nature of language learning and its sensitivity to context 

and initial conditions.  However, despite the high resolution and great detail provided by 

individual trajectories, the mechanisms that explain why non-linear variation occurred in 

these studies is still needed.  For example, a number of the researchers in these studies 

suggested that the intrinsic variation in the language performance data could be accounted for 

by social (Polat & Kim, 2014) and linguistic factors (Dong, 2016; Spoelman & Verspoor, 

2010).  Yet, while the DST tools provided fine grained measures for seeing critical points and 

attractor states, that is the points of change in a complex system, such suggestions may only 

hold if the system is indeed complex or the situation merits its application (Heifetz, 1998; 

Paarlberg & Bielefeld, 2009; Wallot & Van Orden, 2011).  Verspoor and Van Dijk (as cited 

in Dornyei, 2014, p.83) assert that “analysing interactions only makes sense in cases where 

there is a clear theoretical or empirical motivation to do so”.  Nevertheless, the nature of the 

language system’s dynamics is not always made clear by the researchers in these studies, 

particularly when not all complex systems are non-linear (Thelen & Smith, 1994; 

Wagenmakers, Farrell, and Ratcliffe, 2004).   

 More powerful quantitative tools, such as those based on fractal geometry, may be 

needed to confirm the how and why of the changes in these studies.  In addition, tools and 

methods for providing thick descriptions of the geometric shape of qualitative 

multidimensional language phenomena such as ESL R2IW are also needed to construe the 

role that dynamic interactions may play in this type of language development in university 

settings.  This is because Van Geert and Van Dijk (2002, pp. 349-350) suggest that there are 
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some limitations associated with DST techniques and their capacity to describe multi-

dimensional qualitative variability.  Consequently, to achieve the purpose of this study and 

attempt to gain fractal vision from multidimensional qualitative performance data, variation 

and stability in ESL R2IW development will be visually inspected at two nested timescales. 

 Furthermore, if the systems in the studies previously described (see Polat & Kim, 

2014; Dong, 2016; Spoelman & Verspoor, 2010) are indeed complex, then suggestions that 

elevate the interaction of particular types of processes within the system, such as social or 

environmental, may not hold.  Without considering and/or disproving the role of the 

interaction of brain and body with environmental processes as mechanisms of change (Kello, 

Beltz, Holden, & Van Orden, 2007; Lowie et al., 2014; Thelen & Smith, 1994) then 

suggestions that particular types of linguistic processes are responsible for change may 

simply be causal, and therefore misplaced in a complex system (Thelen & Smith, 1994; 

Thornton & Gilden, 2005; Van Orden et al., 2003).   

 It is important to focus the state space under study, that is the total number of states a 

system can possibly be in (van Gelder & Port, 1995),  for it is certainly challenging to 

account for all interacting processes in a system with current DST methods (Hiver & Al-

Hoorie, 2016; Thelen & Smith, 1994).  However, the pertinence of managing change in 

today’s open and complex language learning environments seems to now point to the need to 

include tools that can provide even more objective and conducive indicators or vision of the 

hidden mechanisms underlying change within the system.  Further, this is needed before 

micro-genetic explorations from a complex system perspective take place.  For example, DST 

frameworks and techniques provide a richer understanding of change in SLA contexts.  

However, for DST to continue to inform the work of practitioners in post-modern ESL 

contexts, research may need to broaden and reach greater depths.  A deeper research agenda 

in ESL within a DST framework may now need to include tools that provide a higher 
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quantitative and/or qualitative resolution to explain how or why learner routes are variable.  

This deeper understanding may enhance ESL learner agility when using sources to innovate 

in writing for academic audiences in continually evolving and unpredictable contexts.  This is 

a focus that is scant in the DST ESL literature to date.   

 Consequently, this study initiated this research focus to avoid making assumptions 

about the nature of development of ESL R2IW.  As the nature of the dynamics in this 

language phenomenon had not yet been classified in the literature, this study aimed to fill this 

gap by describing its dynamic shape prior to conducting experimental and micro-genetic 

studies in this area.  Having an understanding of the dynamics of ESL R2IW at the outset 

may thus contribute to the development of a construct of ESL R2IW, which is absent in the 

field.   

Fractal Geometry and Pink Noise 

 

 In numerous fields outside the mathematics and physics domains, researchers have 

already broadened their methodological toolbox to address the how and why of variability by 

including fractal geometry analysis perspectives.  These perspectives involve measuring and 

observing the shapes and patterns that can be found in intrinsic time series data.  The aim of 

fractal geometry analysis is to examine patterns and shapes in the data that could indicate 

“self-similarity, scaling, and fractal dimension” (Holden, n.d., p. 273).  Fractal properties and 

techniques to measure effective fractal dimensions have been found to provide opportunities 

to empirically pre-establish the underlying nature of system dynamics rather than assume the 

nature of the underlying system (Van Orden, Holden, & Turvey, 2003).  These techniques 

have enabled researchers to apply perspectives and tools to empirically test the dynamics of 

systems (Diniz et al., 2011; Kello et al, 2007; Kello, et al., 2008).  According to Thelen and 

Smith (1994, p.63), “to discover control parameters we must know transitions; to define 
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transitions we must have a metric to assess the relative stability of the system”.  Therefore, in 

order to inform the development of an ESL R2IW construct and change management 

pedagogy that applies across diverse English language learning contexts, investigations of the 

nature of the dynamics of ESL R2IW is required, to which this study aims to contribute.   

 These fractal geometry tools and methods enabled researchers to more rigorously 

establish the dynamics of phenomena in their fields.  They have also enabled explanations to 

be made in otherwise dynamic and unpredictable contexts because of insights from fractal 

geometry.  Fractal geometry perspectives and measurement tools may therefore provide a 

more accurate metric for investigating the dynamics or relative stability of ESL systems.  

They may also enable ESL researchers to define system dynamics before transition and 

control parameter investigations take place.  More specifically, they may provide 

opportunities to gain new and accurate insights for teaching reading to innovate in writing 

(R2IW) skills in English-as-a Second-Language (ESL) contexts. 

 The impetus for the emergence of fractal geometry in the mathematics discipline grew 

from the need to deal with and measure shapes as they occur in nature and to understand their 

inherent and ubiquitous anomalies (Andriani & McKelvey, 2011; Mandelbrot, 1983).  

Interestingly, such a motivation seems to share common ground with anomalies that often 

occur in contemporary complex ESL development contexts.  In these contexts, it would be 

valuable to explain unpredictable variation and fluctuations in learners’ capacity to innovate 

effectively when, for example, using sources to write.  Rather than dismiss natural shapes and 

their fluctuations around the Euclidian metric as being problematic, Mandelbrot broadened 

his mathematical analysis beyond Euclid’s integers and Newton’s closed system dynamics 

and identified a family of patterns, known as fractals.  The ubiquitousness of fractals in 

nature and their unique mathematical properties suggested that they were a defining feature 

of complex systems (Andriani & McKelvey, 2011; Diniz et al., 2011; Gilden, Thornton, & 
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Mallon, 1995; Wallot & Van Orden, 2011).  Their properties also suggested that they were 

able to provide objective (Andriani & McKelvey, 2011, p.255) and significant insights into 

the mechanics of variation and change in the fields in which these systems occurred 

(Mandelbrot, 1983).   

 A number of researchers in the psychology field have provided valuable theoretical 

and empirical insight into the wider application of Mandelbrot’s work.  According to Holden 

(n.d.), fractal geometry tools and methods, such as spectral analysis and dispersion analysis, 

enable researchers to measure the spatial dimension of irregular phenomena, including 

intrinsic variation data, which are also not described neatly by Euclidian integers or concepts 

such as the straight line.  In conventional statistical analysis, researchers tend to make 

significant efforts to reduce irregularities or dismiss these noises as statistical errors (Van 

Geert & Van Dijk, 2002).  However, researchers have further explained that dispersion 

analysis techniques can be used to bring these irregularities into focus to broaden and deepen 

understanding of anomalies (Holden, n.d.; Van Orden et al., 2003).  These measurements are 

referred to as fractal dimensions.  A fractal dimension of 1.5 represents homogenous 

uncorrelated variability, otherwise known as white noise.  In this case the researcher can 

assume that the variations in the data set are independent or unsystematic.  However, a fractal 

dimension between 1 and 1.5 indicates that the data are positively correlated or that the 

variation is systematic.  Such data is known as pink noise or scaling fractals (Holden, n.d.; 

Van Orden et al., 2003) and, importantly for researchers, indicates that inferences made about 

phenomena in a system from summary data only could be insufficient and misleading (Wallot 

& Van Orden, 2011).   

 The unique properties of pink noise have been found to have remarkable significance 

for observing and exposing the nature, or metric, of development across a wide 

heterogeneous range of fields.  Researchers assert that pink noise fluctuations are recognised 
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in time series data by an effective dimension.  Pink noise is characterised by chaotic non-

correlative white noise balanced or tempered by the stable correlative features of Brownian 

motion (Holden, n.d.).  As a consequence of this restrained chaos, the fluctuations exhibit 

robust self-similarity and long-range power law scaling behaviour properties in time and 

space enabling memory or learning to occur (Holden, n.d.; Mandelbrot, 1983; Thornton & 

Gilden, 2005; Van Orden et al., 2003).  Remarkably, DST and complexity theorists argue that 

pink noise fluctuations in intrinsic variation data provide evidence of the spontaneous self-

organised coordination of all system processes, or metastability (Kello et al., 2007).  This 

metastable or adaptive state enables optimum system functioning or phase shifts in system 

development in situations that continually change over time (Andriani & McKelvey, 2011; 

Holden, n.d.; Mandelbrot, 1983).   

 Evidence of pink noise has been identified in key developmental phenomena in the 

research field of cognitive psychology.  Using Fourier analysis techniques, Gilden et al. 

(1995) and Kello et al. (2007) found evidence of the pervasiveness of pink noise in intrinsic 

data collected from a reaction time and a spatial and temporal estimation experiment and a 

reaction time and a keyboard contact time experiment, respectively.  Surprisingly, Kello et al. 

(2007) also found that even when the experimental tasks became challenging, pink nose was 

still prevalent.  The researchers suggest that these key human behaviours emerge 

systematically and are evidence of generalised coordination of brain and body system 

processes that are non-specific to cognitive contexts.  Van Orden et al. (2003) also used 

fractal geometry techniques, including spectral analysis and dispersion analysis, to examine 

intrinsic data from reaction time and speed word naming experiments.  Pink noise was found 

to be present in both collections of intrinsic data; however, increased levels of white noise 

were found in the word naming data, suggesting that effort may mask system coordination, 

that is, whiten evidence of pink noise.   
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 Gilden and Hancock (2007) also found evidence for the potential impact of effort or 

the nature of the task on the emergence of self-organised criticality.  In a mental rotation 

experiment involving participants with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and 

a participant group with normal concentration function, researchers used both traditional 

statistical techniques and fractal geometrical techniques.  Results from the traditional 

statistical analysis revealed little about the relationship between ADHD and mental rotation.  

However, results from fractal geometric techniques revealed evidence of pink noise in the 

reaction times of the control group.  In contrast, the researchers also found abnormal 

fluctuations, including white and brown noise, in the ADHD participant data.  This 

suggested, surprisingly, that reaction times of ADHD participants emerge as a result of 

dependence on initial conditions that are not metastable, rather than external causal effects 

(pp. 800-801).  Correll’s (2008) research in the social psychology domain also found 

evidence of pink noise in intrinsic data collected from a study measuring the relationship 

between racial bias and effort to avoid this tendency.  Importantly, less pink noise was found 

in less demanding racial judgement tasks.   

 The cognitive tasks detailed above are fundamental functions of healthy human 

behaviour and therefore represent optimal functioning.  In the studies described above, fractal 

geometric analysis of intrinsic data has provided deep understanding of the underlying system 

of development in these core functions.  This has subsequently provided cognitive 

researchers with clear guidance regarding the type of perspectives and tools to include for 

further studies of parameters that orchestrate change in reaction time, word naming, mental 

rotation, and racial bias tendencies.  The results have also suggested that effort may affect the 

visibility of metastability in a system.  The generalisable nature of metastability and fractal 

properties (Diniz et al., 2011; Kello, et al., 2008; Wallot & Van Orden, 2011) suggests that 

dynamic systems analysis may also have significant implications for ESL theory and 
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pedagogy if evidence of non-linear dynamics is found to be pervasive in fundamental 

language skills such as R2IW.  Therefore, this study aims to platform variation and lack of 

variation in innovation emergence in an ESL learner’s reading to write essays to classify the 

shape of development that underlies ESL R2IW performance in university contexts, which is 

a healthy language behaviour required for success in complex and dynamic 21st century 

contexts. 

 Fractal geometry techniques have also allowed researchers to capture deep 

developmental mechanism insights in the human movement field.  A study by Schmidt, Beek, 

Treffner, and Turvey (1991) used spectral analysis and found that this technique more 

effectively represented the dynamics of inter-limb coordination compared to conventional 

statistical analysis methods.  They also found that the presence of pink noise was marked 

when two limbs were fully coordinated.  In addition, they found that when a perturbation was 

introduced to interrupt the synchrony, pink noise was whitened before the limbs eventually 

achieved full coordination again.  The researchers suggest that this optimal human movement 

function is achieved due to the unique fractal properties of a complex system.  These 

properties include the long-range dispersal of power and loose correlation of sub-tasks, such 

as oxygen consumption and blood flow, properties of which are indicators of a generalised 

mechanism outside the motor pattern domain.  These properties allow phenomena in complex 

systems to accommodate and maintain a healthy state, despite the disruption.  Interestingly, 

the researchers suggested that loose, rather than tight or even a lack of correlation, was 

important for the return to optimal system functioning.  Thus, if R2IW is found to be 

characterised by interaction dominant dynamics, which is the focus for investigation in this 

study, such a result might have implications for facilitating innovations in writing that meet 

the boundaries of academic expectations.  Consequently, this study’s investigation of the 

nature of the dynamics that underlie ESL R2IW is required in the SLA literature to inform 
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future studies that identify the system’s control parameters so that agile capacities for 

innovating in writing that meet the needs of academic audiences can be facilitated in tertiary-

based complex dynamic ESL instructed contexts. 

 In another important human movement study, Hausdorff et al.  (2001) investigated 

variations in the stride-to-stride human gait rhythms of different age groups, of adults in 

different degrees of health, and of adult Huntington’s disease sufferers.  Participant’s strides 

were measured under a variety of conditions.  Using spectral analysis techniques, pink noise 

was ubiquitous in background data across the conditions.  Hausdorff et al. (2001) suggest this 

is evidence that walking rhythm reflects the involvement of a generalised non-random 

interaction dominant process, which, in the case of gait, can become pinker as children 

mature; that is, pinker as they reach adulthood (optimal human development) and whiter as 

ageing occurs or environmental conditions change.  They also found that pink noise was 

absent in the gait intrinsic data of advanced Huntington’s disease sufferers, with data 

providing evidence of non-correlated white noise variations.  This study and others have 

provided evidence of the utility of geometrical analysis techniques and the ubiquitousness of 

pink noise in intrinsic developmental data.  This provides insight into the role of brain, body, 

and environmental processes for reaching a metastable state in unpredictable or previously 

unmet circumstances.  Such revelations therefore suggest that spectral analysis may also have 

relevance in the ESL field to bridge or resolve issues relating to cognitive – sociocultural 

language learning theory debates.  In dynamic ESL instructed contexts especially, there could 

be risks associated with relying on one developmental perspective (Sfard, 1998, p. 4) to 

inform ESL practice.   

 Pink noise has also been found in electroencephalogram (EEG) brain wave data 

(Alstrom & Stassinopolous, 1995; Linkenkaur-Hansen, Nikouline, Palva & Ilmoniemi, 2001).  

The insights from research on neurone population behaviour may also have relevance to 
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understand the mechanisms that orchestrate metastability in ESL instructed setting.  Such 

insights would inform pedagogy to assist ESL learners to achieve optimal reading to write 

performance functioning.  This would include the capacity to innovate with agility and 

moderation to meet the needs of an academic audience in dynamic complex ESL 

environments.  Alstrom and Stassinopolous (1995) developed a model to replicate the neural 

mechanisms underlying the emergence of pink noise in brain activity, in a conditioning and a 

penalised action task.  They found that loose connections, evaluative rather than task specific 

feedback, and general rather than task specific rules were the condition parameters required 

for the system to respond adaptively, and thus learn, in ill-defined and unpredictable contexts.  

Importantly, the recorded fluctuation data had also reflected pink noise scaling, which 

verified the metric of the system for the subsequent investigation of these condition 

parameters.  Results from similar types of studies by Friston (1997) and Usher, Stemmler, 

and Olami (1995) using neuronal models and fractal analysis techniques, and by Linkenkaur-

Hansen, Nikouline, Palva and Ilmoniemi (2001) with magnetoencephalography (MEG) and 

EEG data, also highlighted the importance of sparse system connectivity.  This type of 

connectivity achieves a region or entity interactivity balance between not too densely 

connected and not completely disconnected to support a system’s capacity for remembering 

or learning.  Such a balance is believed to support flexible re-organising and agile responses 

in a versatile and functional way in new situations.   

 These findings provide insights into the properties or nature of successful boundaries 

for innovating in complex settings.  Consequently, in order to inform the development of 

pedagogy to assist ESL learners develop new ideas in writing when using sources in 

unpredictable dynamic contexts, platforming variation and stability in nested timescales was 

undertaken to gain insight into the shape of ESL R2IW development as the sample size 

increased and thus how this language phenomenon develops. 
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 Still in the science domain, but in the natural world, Turcotte and Malamud (2004) 

and Malamud and Turcotte (2006), have reported that robust scaling fractal relationships 

have been found in frequency-area intrinsic data of landslides, forest fires, and earthquakes, 

and also floods, respectively.  This is despite the fact that data was collected from an 

enormous variety of different regions, environments, and magnitudes.  Interestingly, despite 

the degrees of freedom in these natural systems, the authors suggest that these common 

properties may be related to spatial clusters of phenomena, such as clusters of tree types in 

the case of forest fires.  This seems to resonate with suggestions in other fields such as 

cognitive psychology of the importance of balanced or bounded connectivity characteristics 

to achieve metastability and adaptiveness.   

 Furthermore, such research that provides evidence for a common metric across 

different contexts and the importance of variation and stability for making predictions about 

development is also significant as it demonstrates the breadth of the investigations and 

insights that can take place after a dynamic system metric has been confirmed.  It also 

provides evidence for pink noise properties in complex systems where embodied natural and 

human interactions take place.  Consequently, in order to identify whether scaling relations 

also provide an explanation for ESL R2IW development, this study applied DST time series 

design in order to platform variation and stability in different time periods and at magnified 

timescales.  In addition, ESL R2IW development is a cognitive activity that takes place in 

complex and dynamic interactive environments and not in isolation from other processes and 

entities.  Therefore, this study applied DST methodology and techniques rather than 

traditional summary statistical methods to reflect the nature of the openness and complexity 

of the environments in which these language acts take place.  In a similar way to the natural 

science and cognitive psychology domain studies described previously, applying DST 

research techniques rather than traditional summary statistical methods only also provided an 
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opportunity to extend the ESL R2IW insights that may be gained.  The existence of scaling 

properties in an ESL R2IW system provides opportunities for identifying control parameters, 

predicting, and explaining anomalies in ESL R2IW performance across the full range of 

university ESL contexts, despite the degrees of freedom therein. 

 Geometrical analysis research techniques have also revealed pink noise properties 

outside the science domain, within such diverse fields as music, economics, and art.  Hsu and 

Hsu (1990) found evidence of fractal properties and pink noise in the acoustic frequencies of 

compositions by Mozart and Bach.  Taylor, Micolich, and Jonas (2002) found similar results 

in the visual features of paintings by Jackson Pollock.  In terms of economics, Podobnik, 

Horvatik, Petersen, Njavro, and Stanley (2010) and research by Mantegna and Stanley (1995) 

has found evidence of non-random relationships between market capitalisation and gross 

domestic product and non-random relationships between share price and return variation data 

in Standard & Poor’s 500 share index and, respectively.   

 The investigations undertaken in the non-scientific fields described above have 

extended understanding of the nature of the development of these phenomena.  In addition, 

the field diversity across scientific and non-scientific domains indicates the universal nature 

of dynamical theory (Werner, 2007).  Therefore, these factors tentatively point to the 

relevance of this study’s investigation of the presence of pink noise in the ESL R2IW field.  

In particular, therefore this study provides a unique view of the way in which inventing 

develops in reading to write language performance, in situ, particularly in the absence of 

direct observations of language learning taking place in the brain.  This may allay the 

concerns of many researchers interested in making the mechanics of thinking, reading, and 

writing more visible (Bracewell, Frederiksen, & Donen Frederiksen, 1982; Pierstorff, 1983).  

It may also address some concerns in the SLA literature about whether DST theories can be 

generalised and falsified (Greg 2010; Lowie & Verspoor, 2015).   
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 In the area of English as a first language development (L1), researchers have mainly 

applied fractal geometrical analysis techniques to speaking and reading production.  Kello et 

al. (2008) studied intrinsic variation data from participants who repeated the word bucket in 

response to an audio signal.  The researchers chose the word bucket because of the acoustics 

of its syllables and the analysis it afforded, that is, its quantitative and non-multidimensional 

nature.  Measuring intrinsic variations requires researchers to gather precise time series data 

from a behaviour that is repeatedly elicited (ideally according to Holden ((n.d., p. 285)) at 

least 1024 times) and to minimise external disruptions to this repeated activity (Kello et al., 

2008).  Asking participants to repeat the word bucket enabled these principles to be met in 

order to examine the temporal structure of L1 speech sounds.  The researchers found pink 

noise to be pervasive.  This suggests that interactions between the body, brain, and 

environment, rather than a specific biological source or process, are likely responsible for the 

functional production of L1 speech sounds.  In contrast to the speaking production language 

phenomena investigated in the study described previously, the language focus in this study, 

ESL R2IW, is a qualitative and multidimensional language phenomena.  Thus, there is a need 

to explore methodology that is suitable for examining the temporal structure and origins of 

novelty in ESL reading to write tasks and minimising noisy data collection (Thelen & Smith, 

1994).  This study contributed to addressing this gap in the field by measuring variation and 

stability in reading to write innovation emergence over two timescales and by applying a 

repeated task design, respectively. 

 In terms of L1 reading, after identifying the presence of pink noise in intrinsic data 

from a self-paced reading task study, Wallot and Van Orden (2011) were able to objectively 

widen and deepen their study of the development of self-paced reading.  They achieved this 

by re-interpreting the data from a DST perspective.  This revealed new and more accurate 

insights into the experimental variables.  This application of a fractal methods analysis 
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approach is significant because, according to the researchers, the generalizable results from a 

fractal analysis add unique qualitative insights into the mechanics of L1 self-paced reading.  

Further, the researchers also suggested that relying on conventional quantitative 

interpretations of reading fluency results alone, from fixed points in time, could be 

insufficient and misleading.  In another study of L1 reading production that also revealed the 

importance of interactions rather than processes or causal components for development, 

Wijnants, Hasselman, Cox, Bosman, and Van Orden (2012) analysed temporal intrinsic 

fluctuations collected from a group of dyslexic and non-dyslexic children.  They found that 

non-dyslexic reading has an underlying pink noise structure while fluctuation structures 

underlying temporal intrinsic dyslexic data are more like random white noise.  Speakers and 

readers frequently speak and read in different conditions and situations.  Therefore, the 

application of geometrical analysis techniques in this study has the potential to contribute to 

the literature by extending understanding of the way a system self-organises to produce 

recognisable and functional reading to write performance in real time.  This may assist ESL 

teachers to support adaptive L2 performance capacities when reading to innovate 

appropriately in writing for dynamic 21st century academic audiences.  However, in order for 

such a change management pedagogy to be developed for complex and dynamic contexts, 

research investigating the nature of the development system that underlies ESL R2IW is 

initially required, which is the purpose of this study. 

Fractal Geometry and Pink Noise in L2 

 

 This idea that dynamic systems theory may reveal new pedagogical insights to 

support optimal and adaptive language development has been investigated in the English L2 

domain (Lowie, Plat, and de Bot 2014).  However, research that takes a dynamic systems 

perspective that applies geometrical analysis techniques in the ESL field, is rare.  According 

to Lowie and Verspoor (2015), this necessarily limits the developmental insights that can be 
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made in the field.  In a Lowie, Plat, and de Bot (2014) longitudinal word naming study, one 

Dutch L1 participant named words in Dutch and then in English, with two additional 

manipulations.  On one occasion, the participant was immersed in the second language prior 

to performing the task.  On another occasion, the participant was not immersed in the L2 at 

all beforehand.  When applying spectral analysis techniques, the researchers found evidence 

of pink noise and therefore inconsistent dispersion of response time data points around the 

mean.  According to the researchers, this suggested that non-random interaction of system 

components in the brain, body, and environment in real time, rather than the system 

components or variables themselves explains the developmental mechanics of lexical naming 

phenomena.  As a result of this confirmation, further geometrical analysis techniques 

focusing on the manipulation data took place.  This revealed specifically that L1 and L2 

background noise was pinker when the immediate language immersion context was also in 

the L1 and L2, respectively.  When the immediate language context was different to the 

testing language, background noise was whitened or more chaotic.  This indicates that brain, 

body, and environment are all involved in speech.  It also indicates the role effort may play in 

achieving metastability.  Significantly, this L2 data found evidence of self-similar fractal 

pattern and scaling behaviour and tentatively supports the use of fractal geometry analysis in 

the L2 field.  It also suggests that there is a need to further investigate those L2 system 

parameters that orchestrate process interaction and self-organisation for reaching a state of 

metastability.  The results also indicate the value of investigating the parameters that may 

assist learners to achieve optimal language performance in foreign language contexts.   

 Nevertheless, despite the new empirical opportunities pink noise investigations may 

bring to the ESL reading to write field, applying such new and specialised techniques may 

only be practical for investigating language performance phenomena that are short in duration 

or captured by “one dimensional quantitative data” (Van Geert & Van Dijk, 2002, p.350).  
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This is because in order to measure fractal dimension and accurately identify whether 

variability increases with sample size over time, a large number (“an integer power of 2”) 

(Holden, n.d., p.287) of sequential data observations is required (Holden, n.d.).  In addition, 

the context for the collection of integer power of two observations must remain unchanged, 

for each measurement (Kello et al., 2007).  These requirements are more feasible for 

collecting the required number of productions of a word, such as bucket in Lowie et al. 

(2014) study, than collecting an integer power of two reading to write compositions from one 

participant in sequential order.  In addition, it could be argued that ensuring that the required 

number of R2IW compositions was written under constant contextual conditions would be 

impossible.   

 However, despite these empirical challenges, the pervasiveness of pink noise fractal 

properties in temporal intrinsic variation data across heterogeneous physical, biological, 

geophysical, and informational systems suggests the presence of universal properties 

(Mantegna & Stanley, 1995; Werner, 2007) and a falsifiable metric for the application of 

DST frameworks in ESL reading to write methodology (Lowie & Verspoor, 2015).  

Consequently, in the ESL reading to write field, feasible methodologies that are suitable for 

observing whether pink noise fractal properties are evident in multidimensional and 

qualitative language performance data, such as R2IW, are needed.  This is because the 

outcomes from such research may have powerful implications for efforts to assist ESL 

learners to manage uncertainty and actively innovate in writing in today’s dynamic ESL 

language learning contexts.  “Characterising the form of interaction between a system’s 

components – whatever their nature” (Wallot & Van Orden, 2011, p.250) may indicate the 

type of research approach required to develop theory and explain and inform the teaching and 

testing of L2 R2IW cognitive behaviour in the ESL field.  This study therefore addresses this 

gap in the literature in two ways: it investigates the nature, or shape, of development of ESL 
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R2IW behaviour, and it measures the extent of variation and stability of multidimensional 

qualitative language phenomenon through visual inspection at different timescales.   

Reading to Write in English as a Second Language Contexts 

 

 Success in university settings depends upon a student’s capacity to effectively 

integrate information from written sources in writing, making this a “threshold ability” 

(Cumming, Lai, & Cho, 2016, p.47).  In addition, for success and adaptiveness beyond 

university in today’s mobile, knowledge based 21st century society, integrating information 

for the purpose of transforming and generating ideas for workplace success is critical (Cook 

& Tonurist, n.d.; Cumming, Lai, & Cho, 2016; Scardamalia et al., 2017).  These notions 

necessarily impact upon tertiary-based ESL pedagogy and research.  However, much of the 

research that has emerged in this area focuses on understanding the construct of integrated 

tasks for testing student readiness and instructing students to undertake university study in 

English.  This is for reasons of validity and authenticity (Cushing Weigle & Parker, 2012; 

Shin & Ewert, 2015) and because of the growing use of integrated reading to write tasks in 

university ESL programs and testing designs in place of direct reading or writing tasks 

(Knoch & Sitajalabhorn, 2013).  Thus, despite acknowledgements of the importance of 

writing from sources in university, research on reading to write integrated tasks in tertiary-

based ESL instructed settings is sparse (Grabe & Zhang, 2013) and a theory for this type of 

task is unavailable (Knoch & Sitajalabhorn, 2013).  This study addresses this research gap by 

investigating how and why ESL reading to write develops in university settings and by 

focusing specifically on how and why idea transformation or innovation emerges in these 

university-based reading to write tasks. 

 Reading to write testing.  In terms of university-based English language placement 

testing, two studies by Plakans (2008, 2009a) have focused on the processes ESL test takers 
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implemented while using readings to write.  Plakans (2008) compared the composing 

processes that ten test takers used while writing and using written texts with the composition 

processes they used when writing without sources.  Data collected from verbal protocols and 

interviews revealed differences in the processes between the task types and between writers.  

Plakans (2008) suggests that factors such as the level of interest in the task and the 

availability of content from sources influenced the degree of interaction with the readings and 

the degree of planning.  Similarly, Plakans’ (2009a) also investigated placement test takers’ 

composing processes.  The study involved six ESL graduate and six ESL undergraduate 

students and explored whether writers used discourse synthesis processes in reading to write 

test tasks.  Data was collected from participant interviews, verbal protocols, and participants’ 

written products.  Process differences between test takers were found in the way the students 

engaged with the readings while writing, with the researcher suggesting that multiple factors, 

including reading proficiency and knowing about discourse synthesis, impacted on the test 

taker’s reading to write processes.   

 The empirical evidence about the nature of reading to write processes in the studies 

described above is essential to inform test design, work towards a definition of the reading to 

write construct, and establish content validity for university study.  For teachers also, the 

results of these studies provide important information regarding reading to write syllabus 

content.  However, the reading to write process differences found between test takers in these 

studies require further exploration and deeper examination and reveals a gap in the reading to 

write field.  From a dynamic systems perspective, such differences are indicative of a 

complex system, even without a statistically significant participant population (Van Gelder & 

Port, 1995a).  This is because evidence of increasing variability as sample size increases is 

evidence of the scaling properties of non-linear systems (Holden, n.d).  Therefore, in these 

systems traditional statistical measures such as the mean and standard deviation may not be 
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meaningful for contributing to an ESL reading to write construct and therefore for making 

inferences that apply across contexts (Holden, n.d.) in the ESL reading to write field.   

 Thus, if the shape of the ESL reading to write system is actually non-linear, there are 

implications for the validity of the multiple causal inferences provided by the researchers to 

explain test taker differences in their studies.  According to de Bot (2012, p.143), “accepting 

the notion of interacting timescales has far reaching consequences for the study of language 

and language development and to a certain extent invalidates a part of the research in our 

field”.  Consequently, there is a need to investigate the nature of the dynamics of ESL R2IW 

in the field at the outset before making assumptions about the nature of the dynamics.  The 

purpose of this study is therefore to investigate the nature of innovation emergence in ESL 

reading to write tasks to contribute to addressing this gap in the literature and informing 

future research methodology in this area.   

 In terms of discourse synthesis, while Plakans (2009a) study is particularly useful to 

inform decisions regarding a test candidate’s capacity to write while using readings, aspects 

of Spivey’s (1990) discourse synthesis theory that define processes of transformation in 

writing using readings were not under focus.  In addition, the non-linear analyses methods 

employed by Plakans’ studies can only indicate that there are quantitative differences (Wallot 

& Van Orden, 2011) in placement test results when reading proficiency was higher or when 

the reader writer had knowledge about discourse synthesis.  The analysis does not allow 

researchers to also make qualitative inferences such as exploring and understanding why 

differences exist between the dependent variables in a study, which limits the generalisability 

of the results and the degree of accuracy of the inferences made (Wallot & Van Orden, 2011).  

Therefore, this study’s aim contributes to the literature by describing the dynamics of change 

in idea transformation or innovation in reading to writing tasks.  This focus on innovation in 

ESL R2IW is currently absent in the ESL literature.  This study also applied DST research 
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methods to obtain explanatory information about how these processes develop rather than 

only what processes develop in complex dynamic ESL university-based contexts.  ESL 

reading to write studies informed by DST that investigate the mechanics of change are 

currently also absent in the field.   

 In a complex study by Asencion Delaney (2008), two reading to write essay products 

(summary and response essay) from 89 participants were analysed.  The texts were used to 

explore whether ESL reading to write ability reflected the combined total of a writer’s 

reading ability and their writing ability.  The study also explored the effect of English 

proficiency (intermediate and advanced) and prior education (undergraduate VS 

postgraduate) on reading to write ability, respectively.  Summary statistics revealed that 

reading ability only slightly predicted reading to write ability, and writing proficiency had no 

relationship with reading to write ability.  Further, reading to write ability related to the 

response essay was only mildly affected by language proficiency and education.  In another 

study, Shin and Ewert (2015) investigated whether 83 ESL reading to write scores had any 

relationship to reading comprehension test scores or direct writing test scores.  However, 

unlike Asencion Delaney (2008) study, descriptive statistics revealed a moderate relationship 

between the independent reading and writing variables and reading to write ability.  From 

their study, the researchers suggest that predictions could be made about test taker’s reading 

or writing ability from their reading to write scores.   

 In another study, Cushing Weigle and Parker (2012) investigated how much ESL test 

takers’ relied on the task sources in an English proficiency writing test designed for 

university entry.  The researchers compared the quantity of verbatim source use with two 

different topics, but this focus did not include the appropriateness of source use.  They also 

compared undergraduate source borrowing with postgraduate source borrowing.  

Additionally, they compared this source borrowing across four proficiency levels.  The data 
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from 63 participants revealed few significant differences between the variables under focus 

for the reading to write task for this particular test within this study.  However, Cushing 

Weigle and Parker (2012) found similarities and differences in this area between their study 

and other similar studies.  For example, the researchers reported that the results related to the 

degree of borrowing found in this study contrasted with other similar studies and suggested 

that the type of task may have led to the different results.  At the same time, they suggested 

that the written products in their study indicated that the processes test takers used when 

borrowing was the same as those found in other similar studies.   

 The studies discussed above have investigated a broad range of variables and have 

therefore extended understanding about the nature of the ESL reading to write process in 

terms of testing across different ESL student groups.  This research reflects the diversity of 

English language learning contexts and therefore begins to meet the needs of a wide range of 

practitioners in this field.  However, it could be argued that this broad focus also needs to be 

complemented by a deeper research focus in order to fully meet the diverse needs of the ESL 

research audience across different contexts.  For example, Shin and Ewart (2015) reported 

that their research results contrasted with those of Asencion Delaney (2008).  Further, 

Cushing Weigle and Parker (2012) reported that their results both compared favourably and 

contrasted with other similar studies.  From a DST perspective, if the system is indeed 

complex, these contrasts are a natural reflection of the embodied nature of development and 

therefore these studies have very different test contexts.  In order to make valid comparisons 

across disparate testing contexts, it is necessary for ESL researchers to have a common 

benchmark.  This would seem impossible if reading to write development is complex and 

embodied.  However, if the reading to write system were dynamic, de-smoothing the data by 

incorporating time into data analysis and analysing temporal intra-individual performance 

could enable researchers to make more valid inferences across different complex systems 
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(van Gelder & Port 1995a).  This study thus contributes to the field by de-smoothing 

developmental data through the platforming of variation and stability in ESL R2IW 

performance in regions of real time and at two timescales.  This uses time as the common 

yardstick for making inferences that may have application across ESL R2IW contexts.   

 Furthermore, from a DST perspective in a complex system no one variable is 

responsible for the emergence of a reading to write test result.  However, the use of 

descriptive statistics in the Asencion Delaney (2008) study described above assumes causal 

relationships are meaningful for explaining development and smooths intra-individual 

variability to provide reading to write information regarding groups of test takers.  However, 

the purpose of tests is usually to provide high stakes information about individuals.  

Furthermore, the smoothing of data ignores information that could be used to investigate 

control parameters that are self-organising and involved in the emergence of performances in 

a system.  Therefore, this study also contributes to the literature by investigating ESL reading 

to write dynamics in intra-individual developmental data and in nested timescales in order to 

provide a sufficient depth of information to observe the extent of variation and stability in 

relation to increasing sample size.  For example, Asencion Delaney’s (2008) study reported 

little relationship between reading to write ability and reading ability.  However, if 

magnification was higher through the use of intra individual nested time series data analysis 

when a system is in a metastable state, the researchers may have found a relationship between 

reading ability and reading to write ability in some individuals.   

 Reading to write pedagogy.  In terms of providing guidance for tertiary-based 

English language instruction, much of the reading to write research in the ESL field focuses 

on students’ source use.  Zhu (2005) conducted a case study examining the role sources 

played in reading to write tasks undertaken by a postgraduate ESL business student.  Data 

analysis of the student’s notes, library searches, interviews, writing drafts, and assignment 
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submissions suggested that goals, experience with the task, and the student’s belief system 

were related to reading to write success.  In particular, Zhu reports that sources facilitated the 

student’s reading to write development.  The sources enabled the student to develop an 

overall plan, specifically a synthesis rhetorical plan, to guide research and writing.   

 In another investigation of source use in reading to write tasks, Plakans and Gebril 

(2012) investigated how undergraduate EFL Arabic speakers at a Middle Eastern university 

used sources in reading to write tasks and the relationship between source use processes and 

English proficiency.  The researchers analysed data collected from reading to write essay 

tasks, questionnaires, think aloud protocols, and interviews.  The results suggested that source 

texts functioned as a source of language and ideas.  Further, the researchers reported a 

significant relationship between students’ perceptions of how well they understood the 

readings and their writing success, with less significance among less capable writers.  

According to Plakans and Gebril, this result contrasts with previous studies (see Asencion 

Delaney, 2008) and suggested that a minimum level of reading comprehension is needed 

before students attempt reading to write tasks.   

 Davis (2013) and Li and Pearson Casanave (2012) also investigated source use but 

focused on plagiarism issues relating to reading to write essay tasks.  Davis’s (2013) case 

study involved three postgraduate pathway ESL participants.  From assignment data, the 

researcher found that each participant began with a different set of skills and concepts about 

the task and progressed differently.  However, on completion of their ESL program, 

plagiarism was still evident in all participants’ reading to write products and students had not 

yet demonstrated competent reading to write ability.  Davis (2013) suggests that instruction 

involving the development of a variety of composing strategies, extra emphasis on how to use 

citations, and more communication between ESL instructors and faculty may address 

different developmental paths and the challenges of this type of language task. 
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 Li and Pearson Casanave (2012) found similar results.  This case study compared two 

undergraduate participants’ understanding of plagiarism, the strategies they employed while 

completing the task, and the effectiveness of the reading to write composition.  The study 

analysed source texts, essays, and interview data, and the researchers found that both writers 

used sources inappropriately despite having an understanding of plagiarism.  In addition, both 

writers used different processes to complete the tasks.  As a result, the researchers suggested 

that reading to write pedagogy should focus on developing students’ capacity to synthesise 

multiple sources, comprehend complex readings, and overcome the reading to write 

challenges posed by citation mechanics.   

 In a further case study involving two higher degree research ESL students, McCulloch 

(2013) investigated source use in terms of type and extent of student interaction with texts as 

they prepared reading to write tasks.  Data was collected from 45-minute sessions where 

students took notes and thought aloud while preparing dissertations in their natural writing 

setting and not in a classroom.  McCulloch’s comparison found that the way writers 

interacted and the timing of each writer’s interaction with their readings were richly different.  

Like Davis (2013) study, McCulloch (2013) also suggested that in order to assist student’s 

capacity to use sources to write, it is important for instruction to focus on a wide range of 

reading to write strategies.   

 These studies focusing on source use provide teachers with valuable insights into 

facilitating reading to write development, particularly as interest and use of these tasks in 

ESL is growing (Cumming et al. 2016).  However, the results of these studies also indicate 

that there is a role for DST analysis to play in enhancing the pedagogical inferences that can 

be made.  Firstly, Plakans and Gebril’s (2012) study reported less significant results between 

low-level writer’s perceptions of their comprehension and reading to write success.  In 

addition, Li and Pearson Casanave’s (2012) study reported differences between students’ 
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understanding of plagiarism and their capacity to apply it to their work.  In these studies, the 

employment of nested time series analysis with intra-individual variability data rather than 

summary data may have enabled researchers to observe development at a micro level.  

According to DST theory, micro level interactions generate emergence at a macro level (van 

Geert & Steenbeek, 2005).  This would provide comprehensive information to ESL 

instructors who work with low-level writers or students with varying capabilities.  It may also 

provide evidence for the introduction of reading to write development at lower levels of 

English proficiency rather than assume a threshold level of performance is required.  

Consequently, this study aims to fill this gap in the literature by investigating whether ESL 

R2IW emergence at the macro level of observation can be explained by measuring variation 

and stability in micro or nested magnified timescales within a DST theoretical framework.   

 Secondly, in order to assist EAL students to develop adaptiveness and agility in 

complex ESL university environments, research relating to using sources for deliberate 

transformation of ideas is likely to be valuable (Kwan et al., 2012).  However, this focus has 

not been addressed in previous studies on source use in the ESL field.  Although Zhu’s 

(2005) study provides valuable insights on task representation, further research that focuses 

on a different type of synthesis activity, that is using sources with an “interpretation for a 

purpose” (Flower, 1987, p. 31) rather than to find one is needed for guiding 21st century ESL 

classroom pedagogy.   

  Furthermore, the research findings put forward by McCulloch (2013) and Davis 

(2013) both resonate with the principles of DST, and therefore indicate a need to apply a 

complexity lens and perhaps employ new DST tools to explain language tasks.  For example, 

McCulloch (2013) suggests that the reading to write setting may have played a role in 

emergence of reading to write evidence and that interactions with source texts are complex.  

This concurs with a DST perspective, where understanding development in open dynamic 
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systems cannot be achieved by isolating performance from context (Larsen-Freeman & 

Cameron, 2008).  In addition, Davis (2013) reports that participants “started at different 

points, progressed differently” (p. 125), and did not reach the required end-point of 

development.  This observation by Davis also reflects the anomalies that occur as a result of 

the nature of dynamic rather than state based systems (van Gelder & Port, 1995).   

In addition, in a complex system, a behavioural state already represents the ideal 

solution for the situation at hand, so in a complex interaction-dominant system, there is no 

end-point (de Bot, Lowie, & Verspoor, 2007).  Fractal geometry analysis and techniques are 

specifically designed to foreground interactions (Lowie, Plat, & de Bot, 2014) and therefore 

examine anomalies such as those identified by Davis (2013) and McCulloch (2013) described 

above.  Therefore, the DST perspectives applied in this study contributes to the literature by 

providing insight into the potential role that the brain, body, and environment (van Orden et 

al., 2003), which includes the writing setting, may have in the development of sub processes 

involved in reading to write ability.  In addition, this study aimed to contribute to explaining 

anomalies across ESL reading to write contexts by observing the shape of ESL R2IW and the 

potential role of systemic interactions in the development of this language phenomenon in 

open and complex ESL university settings through the platforming of variation and stability 

in nested timescales.   

 In a study involving reading strategy use in reading to write tasks, Plakans (2009b) 

specifically examined the type of strategy, their quantity, and their connection to the quality 

of the final written product.  Data from twelve ESL argumentative essays and verbal 

protocols revealed that word-level, mining, and global strategies were most commonly used.  

Further, while writers of higher and lower quality essays used a similar number of strategies, 

differences between levels were evident from the students’ choice of strategy.  Plakans 
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highlights the significant role that reading seems to play in reading to write tasks and 

suggests that strategy choice is related to reading to write development.   

 In terms of reading to write pedagogy, a number of studies have examined the 

influence of instruction on ESL reading to write development.  Dovey’s (2010) study 

documents the researcher’s experience of teaching writing from sources, including the 

introduction of a syllabus modification that emphasises reading processes rather than genre 

sample analysis.  Student feedback and written work from nine cohorts of ESL students 

enrolled in a 13-week English for Academic Purposes program were examined.  From the 

data, Dovey suggests that more emphasis on reading activities and the use of graphic 

organisers can enact socio-cognitive processes for effective idea transformation, organisation, 

and cohesion in ESL reading to write texts.  Zhang (2013) investigated the effect of discourse 

synthesis instruction on intermediate ESL university students’ writing quality.  After a pre-

instruction test, a control group received small-group discourse synthesis instruction over one 

semester in addition to the standard course content.  Descriptive analysis of post-test essays 

revealed a significant increase in essay quality produced by the participants in the control 

group compared to participants who did not receive the discourse synthesis instruction.   

 Two further studies on reading to write instruction have focused on the effect of both 

ESL processes and topic knowledge on reading to write development in university settings.  

Following pre-instruction quizzes and reading to write tasks, Wette (2010) implemented a 12-

week program syllabus, which included instruction about text types, direct and indirect 

quotations, and source acknowledgment.  It also included time for students to practise 

applying their topic knowledge and developing reading comprehension skills.  Post-

instruction data analysis revealed that student knowledge and plagiarism issues had improved 

but each student had reached different competency levels.  In addition, as a group, reading to 

write scores only showed moderate gains, and the level of sophistication of reading to write 
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techniques was still lacking.  Wette (2010) suggests that both time and opportunities for 

discussion of key concepts may lead to improved reading to write development.  In Zhao and 

Hirvela’s (2015) study, the researchers explored potential relationships between reading 

strategy or synthesising knowledge and the reading to write quality of two ESL university 

students that resulted following instruction.  Quality judgements were based on source use 

characteristics such as academic rigour, integration effectiveness, incorporation of examples, 

and integration strategies.  The researchers found that the participants produced different 

levels of synthesis quality.  In particular, the student with the higher level of understanding of 

the concepts of using readings to write was able to apply rhetorical strategies more 

effectively.   

 The ability to use readings to innovate in writing is a foundation language skill for 

many ESL students in higher education, which highlights the value of this study’s research 

focus.  It is also valuable given that idea transformation in ESL writing from sources is an 

underexplored area in the ESL reading to write literature and pedagogy.  The ESL reading to 

write research in instructed contexts described above have provided new perspectives on how 

teachers, programs, and activities can impact on EAL students’ ability to use readings to 

write in the university classroom, with a renewed focus on authenticity and establishing 

content validity.  However, what still remains unclear from these studies is the researchers’ 

perspectives on how reading to write language development actually happens.  A number of 

researchers invoke schemas and concepts (Wette, 2010; Zhao & Hirvela, 2015) as 

mechanisms for a change in reading to write behavioural states.  Other researchers attribute 

objects such as graphic organisers (Dovey, 2010) and model texts (Zhao & Hirvela, 2015) as 

inputs resulting in better quality synthesis texts.  Plakans (2009b) suggests strategies and 

moves lead to optimal reading to write states.  However, the underlying mechanism for 
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change in R2IW behaviour in these studies remains implicit and symbolic (van Geert & 

Steenbeek, 2005, p.420).   

 There is also an absence of explanation relating to what happens in between concept, 

object, and process entities to generate the reading to write behavioural states described in the 

studies.  Deliberate innovation is also absent from ESL discourse synthesis studies.  

Furthermore, there are efforts by researchers to remove measurement error through the use of 

descriptive statistics, assuming that some ideal model of R2IW ability exists in the individual 

or the environment for which deviations can be measured against.  This suggests that ESL 

reading to write researchers have assumed that the underlying ESL reading to write system is 

static and linear (van Gelder & Port, 1995a) or “component dominant” (Lowie et al., 2014, 

p.217) in nature.  For DST theorists, such assumptions might lead to categorical error and / or 

incomplete results (de Bot, 2012; van Geert & Steenbeek, 2005; Wallot & Van Orden, 2011) 

if the ESL reading to write system is complex and always co-adapting non-randomly in time.   

 Furthermore, open systems, such as English language learning classrooms and 

workplaces in 21st century contexts, are characterised by “multiple simultaneous interactive 

activity” (van Gelder & Port, 1995a, p.24) and thus could be interaction-dominant (Lowie et 

al., 2014) in nature.  If so, developing an understanding of the dynamics of reading to write 

requires suitable methods and metrics for foregrounding variability, interaction, and time (de 

Bot, 2012; Holden, n.d.) for understanding the anomalies in development that occur in 

complex and dynamic ESL instructed contexts.  However, before making assumptions about 

the complexity of ESL R2IW behaviour in university contexts, and applying such methods 

and metrics, it is important to platform, observe and describe temporal variability and 

stability in an ESL R2IW classroom based system in order to establish the nature of the 

dynamics of this system (Verspoor & van Dijk, 2011).  However, this type of ESL R2IW 

methodology is also absent in the field. 
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 Consequently, this study aims to fill these research gaps.  Its purpose is to investigate 

the mechanics of change that underpins an English language learner’s reading to innovate in 

writing performance in university settings by taking a deep DST theoretical and 

methodological perspective.  In doing so, the research conducted for this study fills a gap in 

the literature in a number of ways.  It provides a more magnified and geometrical 

methodological lens for measuring regions of variability and stability in multidimensional 

and qualitative ESL R2IW behaviour in nested and in two timescales for examining the 

meaningfulness of interactions.  This magnified and geometrical methodological lens 

contributes to the development of an ESL R2IW construct.  Secondly, the study also 

contributes to the literature gap by providing a broader research lens for specifically 

including and construing the properties of dynamic rather than static based systems only for 

explaining classroom and language test anomalies in complex and dynamic university-based 

ESL instructed contexts.  Furthermore, specifically focusing on novel idea transformation or 

mechanisms of change in ESL reading to write in this study also fills a gap in the ESL 

literature.  Focusing on change mechanisms in and not isolated from context provides a more 

generalisable pedagogical lens for understanding how agile EAL learner capacities for idea 

transformation in writing when using sources might be facilitated across and for complex and 

dynamic university-based ESL R2IW contexts for the first time.   
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Chapter Four 

Methodology 

 This chapter describes the methodology applied in this research project.  This includes 

descriptions of the research design, sampling strategy, researcher role, and data collection 

methods.  The methods used for the data analysis and ethical considerations are also 

discussed.  The methodology described in this chapter is employed to address the following 

research question and three sub-questions: 

Research Question  

What is the general shape of the development process underlying reading to innovate in 

writing (R2IW) development in EAL classroom based contexts? 

Sub-Questions 

i. How does the emergence of innovation in reading to write texts vary over 

different time periods? 

ii. How stable is the emergence of innovation in reading to write texts over 

different time periods? 

iii. To what degree is variability evident within nested timescales? 

Research Design 

 

 A fixed non-experimental descriptive research design from a dynamic description 

perspective guided the data collection and analysis methods for this project.  Fixed designs 

prescribe the specific nature of the research activity before it takes place, and they are 

particularly suitable for framing research with a clear theoretically driven research focus 

(Robson, 2002).  Thus, the design was chosen because of a number of factors inherent to this 

study.  First of all, the principles of the project’s theoretical framework, complex dynamic 
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systems theory, drive the specific research activity and focus.  Secondly, according to Nassaji 

(2015), descriptive studies are an acknowledgement of the complexity of learning and 

teaching in EAL contexts.  A fixed non-experimental research design was also chosen 

because investigating ESL R2IW in instructed contexts is underexplored in the literature; 

therefore, there is a foundational need or purpose to describe, classify, and characterise this 

language-learning phenomenon rather than assume the nature of the dynamics.  In addition, 

adopting a descriptive design at the exploration stage of understanding R2IW performance 

represents a timely opportunity to empirically describe the type of dynamics underpinning 

this system before intervention research is carried out in this area.  Any future research that 

assumes the existence of a “state determined development system” only (van Gelder & Port, 

1995b, p. 6) has the potential to negatively impact on the trustworthiness of results (Robson, 

2002).  Accordingly, while summary statistical techniques are generally applied within 

descriptive research designs (Shields & Tajalli, 2006), for this study, a dynamic statistical 

perspective was instead necessary in order to test the applicability of the traditional state 

based developmental assumptions made in ESL reading to write research.  According to 

Denzin and Lincoln (2013, p. 178), falsifying “is one of the most rigorous tests to which a 

scientific proposition can be subjected”.  Finally, while this study represents a tentative and 

exploratory first view of the mechanics of EAL R2IW in instructed contexts, the rich and 

subtle data available from the dynamic description collection and analysis strategies chosen 

for the research design may be sufficient for falsifying assumptions of an underlying linear 

development system (Wallot & Van Orden, 2011).   

Sampling Strategy and Participants 

 

 Adult ESL students enrolled in English language programs in a university 

environment that prepare them for degree entry to the university defined the population for 

this study.  For operational purposes, the participant pool encompassed students enrolled in a 
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university English language preparatory course at an Australian university (University A) 

(pseudonym).  The university English preparatory program at University A is an English 

language course that prepares adult students from EAL backgrounds for university study.  

The syllabus includes skills and strategy development to develop English language 

proficiency.  It also includes opportunities to attend and participate in university lectures and 

tutorials, write essays, and complete research based assignments in English.  Students 

enrolled in this program at University A typically come from a wide variety of countries.  

Further, they may be on degree pathways into diploma, undergraduate, masters, and PhD in a 

variety of fields.  There are nine class levels in the program.  Each level involves 20 hours per 

week of timetabled classes and a total of five hours per week of timetabled independent study 

time.  Each course runs for five weeks and students are placed in course levels according to 

their English proficiency level.  The program concludes with a capstone ten-week course, in 

which students’ English proficiency level on entry into this capstone course is approximately 

6.0 (with no sub-score lower than 5.5) according to the International English Language 

Testing System (IELTS).  After successfully completing the ten-week capstone course, 

students are eligible to commence their respective degree studies at University A.   

 After human research ethics approval was obtained along with written consent from 

the Director of English language programs at University A, purposive sampling was 

employed.  A sub group of participants from within the English language program at 

University A were invited to participate in this study according to one criterion: English 

language proficiency at an IELTS 5.5-6.0 or equivalent.  This purposive screening strategy 

was required in this research design for a number of reasons.  Firstly, in order to 

operationalise the dynamic systems perspective, dynamic systems theorists assert that the 

boundary of the collective variable of interest, in this case innovation in ESL reading to write 

tasks, must be unquestionably observable or identifiable, particularly where a system is 
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multidimensional (Thelen & Smith, 1994; Thelen et al., 1991).  The ESL composition system 

is a multidimensional system.  In this project, standardised English language test levels and 

their descriptors determined the likely boundaries for the ESL reading to write behaviour so 

that trajectories of the collective variable could be obtained (Thelen et al., 1991).  At 

University A, students at the IELTS 5.5-6.0 level in the university English preparation 

programs have reading to write language learning experiences that include classroom based 

instruction, assignment submission, and feedback opportunities.  Students also have 

opportunities to attend lectures and tutorials in English that are related to their chosen 

pathway degree.  They also have opportunities to interact in other university activities as 

members of the wider student body of University A.  Based on the ESL reading to write 

literature, these factors suggest that there would likely be evidence of idea transformation 

emergence to be observed in participants’ R2IW samples.   

 In order to operationalise the DST framework and describe the how of development, 

in this case development of ESL R2IW, it is critical to actually observe the language 

behaviour  taking place in situ rather than infer it from generalisations made from 

decontextualized summary statistical data (van Geert & Steenbeek, 2005).  Further, Molenaar 

(2004) asserts that it is necessary to observe development taking place within an individual, 

that is, intra-individually, because inferring development from inter-individual data only may 

be invalid.  Thus, purposive sampling is a critical strategy in this study to ensure that ‘the few 

subjects that one studies intensively over time” are ideal (van Geert & Steenbeek, 2005, p. 

413) for observing and describing ESL R2IW language phenomena.  As a result, the second 

step of the sampling strategy for this research project was to ensure that only those potential 

participants with a demonstrated minimum English language proficiency of at least IELTS 

5.5 overall, or an equivalent English standardised test score, were identified from the pool 

and invited to participate.  It is important to note that applying this criterion was not intended 
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to suggest that R2IW development begins from or is caused by IELTS 6.0 or equivalent level 

of English proficiency.  Rather, in addition to the reasons outlined above, this purposive 

characteristic was also required in an effort to minimise potential participant anxiety during 

the data collection stage if participants had a poor experience with these types of literacy 

tasks in previous English language studies.   

 In terms of participant recruitment, a verbal project briefing and a written 

supplementary information sheet was delivered by the researcher.  These recruitment 

resources had full human research ethics approval.  The briefing took place outside 

timetabled class time.  A briefing is an appropriate mechanism because it aims to reduce 

literacy barriers caused by only providing written information.  The written information 

provided was at an appropriate English language level for participant comprehension.  The 

researcher has 20 years of experience teaching English as a second language to adults, so was 

able to communicate effectively and demonstrate respect through intercultural competence.   

 Seventeen potential participants attended the briefing.  They were also given the 

opportunity to obtain further information about the project in direct conversation with the 

researcher after the briefing and by email.  In terms of sample size, one participant 

volunteered to participate in the study.  One EAL participant was sufficient to observe and 

describe R2IW development from a complex dynamic systems theoretical perspective.  This 

is because of the importance of studying intra individual behaviour to gain insight about 

development (De Ruiter, Van Geert, & Kunnen, 2017).  According to Thelen and Smith 

(1994), the foundation unit of study from a dynamic systems perspective is the individual and 

the changes in their performance over time.  Furthermore, in addition to the importance of 

collecting and measuring intra-individual variation data  (Melenaar, 2004), research from a 

complex dynamic systems perspective asserts that variability or noise may actually be an 

indicator of change or development (Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Thelen & Smith, 1994; Thelen et 
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al., 1991) and requires description.  Dynamic systems perspectives also assume that 

development is embodied, and thus it gives no precedence to any one variable in the system 

(Thelen et al., 1991).  Hence, making inferences about the mechanisms of an English 

language learner’s R2IW development in ESL instructed contexts for the purposes of this 

study did not rely on recruiting a sufficient sample size in order to reduce the error around a 

sample mean or “iron out idiosyncratic differences” (Dornyei, 2007, p.126).  In addition, 

from a DST perspective obtaining a large enough population size is more concerned with 

collecting a sufficiently dense number of temporal intra-individual observations, that is 

having sufficient data depth, rather than a representative number of individual participants 

(van Geert & Steenbeek, 2005) across the population.  This depthitudinal quality of the data 

set, according to de Bot (2012), is critical for studying developmental phenomena in the SLA 

field.   

Researcher Role 

 

 In this study, the researcher assumed a detached role when data collection took place.  

Some detachment is necessary in fixed designs so that reliable, valid, and objective data can 

be obtained (Robson, 2002).  For researchers measuring intrinsic fluctuations from a dynamic 

description perspective, this is particularly pertinent.  According to complex dynamic systems 

researchers (Kello et al., 2008; van Geert & van Dijk, 2002), consistent conditions are 

necessary for obtaining fluctuation measurements.  Therefore, in this study the detached role 

aimed to ensure the participant received the same instructions at each writing session and that 

the instructions did not influence the actions the participants took to complete the task.  For 

this reason, the researcher used a formal script for each direct data collection session and the 

protocol training session (see Appendix A).  The room set up also remained the same for each 

session for the same consistency reasons.  During the data collection other than reminding the 
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participant to think aloud when necessary, the researcher remained silent until the end of each 

data collection point.   

Data Collection 

 In order to operationalise dynamic principles for analysis of qualitative, 

multidimensional language phenomena to investigate the dynamics of ESL reading to write, 

this study employed time-series data collection methods (Van Gelder & Port, 1995b).  The 

time-series data collection design was chosen to explore how innovations in EAL students’ 

reading to write texts emerge in real time.  It was also chosen to attempt to freeze the picture 

(Van Gelder & Port, 1995) of change so that interactions, transition points, variability and 

attractors could be observed.  Even though the dynamical hypothesis posits that natural 

cognitive systems “constitute single, unified dynamical systems” (Van Gelder & Port, 1995, 

p.11), this unified natural system is very large.  This means that understanding its coupled 

and co-evolving nature necessitates the isolation or freezing of sections of the system, which 

themselves are dynamical, for working towards achieving a holistic analysis (Van Gelder & 

Port, 1995).  According to Thelen and Smith (1994), variability or lack of it are critical 

developmental constructs.  Thus, the researcher assumed that variations were meaningful and 

non-random (Thelen & Smith, 1994).   

 Further, in addition to collecting breadth of data, temporal data depth for gaining a 

higher resolution (Holden, n.d.), and therefore a richer and more qualitative view was 

achieved by collecting ESL R2IW performance data at a more granular scale (de Bot, 2012).  

This aimed to reveal the nested variability patterns underlying ESL R2IW behaviour.  Nested 

views have the potential to reveal and de-summarise the continuous, multi-layered, and non-

linear sub-system assembly, or development, taking place in complex systems.  These would 

normally be hidden from view when focusing only on ideal behaviour or stages at fixed 

points in time (Thelen et al., 1991).   
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 Furthermore, according to Thelen and Smith (1994) and Thelen et al.  (1991) the 

identification of patterns and self-organisation in time series data are necessary at the early 

stages of an experimental study from a dynamic systems perspective for identifying 

transitions in complex systems.  Further, de Bot (2012) and Larsen-Freeman (2018) assert 

that this methodological perspective, observing language states over time, is particularly 

necessary for understanding language development and, pragmatically, to fill the research 

gap in this area of the applied linguistics field.   

 Instrument.  One instrument was used to collect data for this project: participant 

writing in essays.  The course of R2IW was observed over a two-month time window.  

Within this time window, data collection of performance observations in writing took place at 

two timescales: a weekly timescale (macro) and a minute timescale (micro).   

 Task design.  At all data collection points, the participant was given the same essay 

topic and the same seven short (paragraph length) readings and was asked to write an essay 

using all readings.  This repeated task design was chosen in order to support the measurement 

of intrinsic fluctuations.  Kello et al. (2008, p. 1219) suggest that “intrinsic fluctuations in 

behavioural activity can be measured by eliciting the same behavioural act repeatedly under 

constant measurement conditions”.  Furthermore, from a dynamic systems theory 

perspective, skill improvement is likely the result of repeated error, co-adaptivity, and 

adjustment within a state space, or “exploration and selection” (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p. 

271), until the intrinsic dynamics of the system self-assemble and match intention (Thelen & 

Smith, 1994).  Data collected with a repeated task design is, therefore, necessary for 

observing the in-situ exploratory and selective motors of change of R2IW from a DST view.  

While replication is difficult to achieve in real world, noisy, and dynamic environments 

(Robson, 2002) such as education contexts, replication is an important design choice to 

establish the feasibility of this new area of ESL research.   
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 Even though R2IW is a multidimensional and qualitative human cognitive behaviour 

for which the development of a formal quantitative model is extremely challenging, striving 

to gain precise time series data for multidimensional qualitative phenomena is important for 

ESL research for establishing feasibility for two reasons.  It may provide a “conceptual 

apparatus” (van Gelder & Port, 1995, p. 17) and act as a disruptive empirical force to shift 

current reading to write research paradigms in the ESL field system.  This may eventually 

lead to the emergence of investigations in ESL R2IW that have sufficient data points for 

conducting spectral analysis DST techniques.  Having an effective dimension would provide 

greater certainty regarding the nature of the ESL R2IW system.  For example, in a study by 

De Ruiter et al. (2015), researchers conducted the first test of temporal structure of 

multidimensional qualitative phenomena, namely state self-esteem.  Researchers in this study 

found evidence of pink noise, or correlated non-random variability in the development of 

state self-esteem in healthy adolescents, which until recently was only considered to be a 

state determined system (De Ruiter et al., 2015).   

 Procedure.  Once a week over a time window of two months, the participant was 

given seven short readings and an essay topic.  At each of the eight weekly writing sessions, 

the participant was asked to use all seven short readings to write an essay that addressed the 

topic (see Appendix B).  All writing sessions were time-lapse video recorded using a Sony 

HDR-CX405 Handycam video recorder.  This type of video recorder was chosen because of 

its time-lapse feature.  This feature was required for the purposes of reviewing the footage to 

observe change and collect data at a magnified or deep timescale once the formal data 

collection was complete.  This enabled micro-analysis.  The video only captured 

participant’s’ hands, arms, text, and writing tools.  No personal identifying features were 

recorded.  In addition, to compensate the student’s participation, food and drink was provided 

at every writing session.  Another aspect of this study’s procedure was that the participant 
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was allocated four hours to write the essay in each of these eight sessions.  However, this was 

not a timed essay-writing task, so the participant could take more or less time and take breaks 

if required.  Thus, this data collection period or “time window” (de Bot 2012, p. 145) of two 

months incorporated a weekly macro behavioural timescale.  In summary, the participant was 

involved in eight formal consecutive writing sessions over two months and wrote one essay 

in each of these weekly sessions, totalling eight essays.   

 In terms of task validity, the essay topic and readings chosen for this study were 

adapted for use from Flower’s (1987) study.  Flower’s (1987) resource design was chosen 

because it included a specific focus on examining novelty in reading to write university-based 

tasks.  Research on university-based reading to write tasks is rare (Grabe & Zhang, 2013) and 

those that focus on novelty in L1 or L2 reading to write tasks are rarer still (Allison, 2004; 

Kaufer & Geisler, 1989).  In Flower’s (1987) study, a topic and seven readings were used in 

an L1 reading to write exploratory study in a university context that involved a participant 

pool including undergraduate, masters and Ph.D. students.  The participants invited to 

participate in this L2 research project were also on similar education pathways.   

 In terms of research merit, because this current research project involved an EAL 

participant, an appropriate English language level of the readings was important to minimise 

participant anxiety.  The readings selected for this study were analysed and rated as high 

intermediate with the Oxford 3000 text checker (Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries, 2017), which 

is appropriate for participants with an IELTS 5.5-6.0 English language proficiency (IELTS 

USA, n.d.).   

 The essay topic and readings were the same for every writing session.  While 

variability in data is highly informative from a dynamic systems perspective, noisy data, that 

is noisy variability, can still occur in complex dynamic systems based research, and should be 
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avoided.  In such noisy cases, noisy variability can result from variation induced by research 

protocol factors other than the collective variable of interest (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p. 68).  

When this happens, any instances of true intrinsic variability in the collective variable of 

interest may be hidden or disguised.  Thus, “intrinsic dynamics are expressed most clearly 

when measurements are unperturbed by changes to external inputs” (Kello et al., 2007, p. 

553).  In ideal dynamic systems based experimental research, variable or inconsistent 

behaviour observed in data when the research conditions and protocol are executed 

consistently is “highly informative” (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p. 68) and is pertinent when 

measuring intrinsic fluctuations (Kello et al., 2008).  Even though this study does not involve 

an experimental design involving fractal analysis using more quantitative methods such as 

spectral analysis techniques, data observed consistently and reconcilably in this study for 

obtaining a more qualitative vision of fractal patterns in nested timescales aimed to allow the 

researcher to seek an explanation.  Seeking an explanation for the shape or nature of the 

dynamics for the possible mechanism of change in this system (Thelen & Smith, 1994) 

through visual inspection thus aimed to reveal the suitability of taking a dynamic systems 

perspective when investigating variations in multidimensional and qualitative ESL R2IW 

language phenomena in higher education.  Therefore, the same materials and task were used 

to obtain consistent and reconcilable observations of real time developmental patterns across 

two timescales (levels) for explanatory purposes.   

 It could be suggested that asking an EAL reader to write with the same materials 

repeatedly is unnatural and out of place in the naturally messy and rich syllabus contexts of 

university ESL language classrooms.  As a result, it may also be argued that using the same 

materials limits the reliability of inferences made about ESL R2IW from data collected from 

such sterile research environments.  However, Kello et al. (2008) argue that intrinsic 

variations have been investigated in a range of different systems, such as neural and 
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behavioural, and they have been found to be ubiquitous in “every task domain of cognitive 

science where intrinsic fluctuations have been measured” (p.1228).  Therefore, inferences 

made about ESL R2IW from data collection methods that aim to remove variability noise are 

also valid.  In addition, this type of methodology is necessary to initiate the exploration of 

multidimensional qualitative phenomena such as ESL reading to write performance. 

Exploration of multidimensional qualitative language phenomena may achieve a redefinition 

of the structure of adult based ESL reading to write knowledge in the ESL literature and 

consolidate an ESL transdisciplinary perspective (Halliday, 2001; Halliday & Burns, 2006) in 

the applied linguistics field.   

 Another aspect of the data collection protocol in this study was the privacy of the 

participant’s writing sessions.  The participant wrote the essay in a booked room at the 

University A setting in a location away from their timetabled classrooms and lecture theatres.  

This minimised the risk of identification.  Only the researcher was in the room with the 

participant.  Furthermore, to minimise risk to results validity, during the data collection 

period, the participant did not receive feedback about their writing.  However, after the 

research project was completed, the participant received feedback about their writing 

performance at their request.   

Participant Training Session 

 

 Before formal data collection took place, the procedures and equipment were piloted 

with the participant.  In terms of procedures, the training session involved the application of 

one of the macro essay writing sessions.  The training session aimed to provide the 

participant with the opportunity to practice and feel comfortable reading and writing before 

formal data collection began.  The session also enabled the researcher to establish the 

effectiveness of the reading and writing protocol.  The training session also provided an 
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opportunity to check whether the readings and essay prompt were suitable for this EAL 

learner with an English proficiency level of IELTS 5.5-6.0 or equivalent.  It also allowed the 

researcher to determine if the protocol script was sufficient to explain the data collection 

procedure to the participant and to test the operation of the video camera equipment.  No 

feedback relating to the ideas that emerged in writing or the writer’s response to the task 

prompt was provided.   

Data Analysis Technique  

 

 In addition to conventional statistical analysis, data was predominantly analysed 

according to dynamic description methods based on Thelen et al. (1991) dynamic description 

strategy and Verspoor, de Bot, and Lowie (2011) dynamic approach techniques.  

Conventional analyses are included in this study because they are the dominant statistical 

measure used in SLA reading to write research.  These measures were also included in this 

study to examine the effectiveness of state based statistics for revealing the nature of change 

and the details of R2IW compared with DST methods.   

 Dynamic description and techniques were necessary to achieve the aims of the study, 

which were to observe the extent of variability and stability across time periods and in nested 

time-frames.  Static conventional perspectives, like taking still photographs from cameras, are 

not suited to capturing rich dynamic movement and the nature of simultaneous interactions.  

Much like video cameras, dynamic description is necessary in this project if ESL R2IW is a 

complex dynamic system.  Dynamic description methods and techniques were also suitable 

for this project because of the qualitative and multidimensional nature of R2IW behaviour.  

DST researchers (Thelen, 1995; Van Geert and Van Dijk, 2002; Van Gelder & Port, 1995b) 

emphasise the value and necessity of utilising dynamic description methods and techniques 
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for observing trajectories and rates of change.  Data analysis for this project followed a 

systematic four-phase process.   

 Phase one – time-lapse measure.  After the eight essay writing sessions were 

completed, the first phase involved marking up the essay scripts where each minute in time 

lapsed.  This was achieved by closely observing the video recording of the participant writing 

the essay in relation to the video recorder’s time-lapse facility.  This measurement process 

was repeated for all eight of the essay scripts.  Then the written text, specifically the emergent 

reading to write behaviour, captured in each of these minute time-lapse slots throughout each 

essay, was transcribed and categorised according to the real time in which it occurred to 

facilitate phase two of the analysis process.   

 Phase two - reading to innovate in writing measure.  The second data analysis 

phase involved obtaining a measure of the innovation that emerged in the written data over 

the two-month developmental window.  This was conducted at both the weekly and minute 

timescales and was operationalized by applying quantitative content analysis techniques 

(Dornyei, 2007).  At the macro level, each of the eight essays was rated and given an overall 

global score for each of the three dimensions of Spivey (1990) discourse synthesis construct: 

select, organise, and connect.  For this research, Spivey’s (1991) discourse synthesis 

construct represented the collective variable or “developmental ruler” (van Geert & 

Steenbeek, 2005, p.435) for idea transformation.  Each dimension in each essay was scored 

by the researcher on a scale of zero to three, accordingly (see Appendix C).  Then, an overall 

mark for innovation for each of the essays was calculated by totalling the score of each of the 

three dimensions to obtain an overall score out of nine.  This same process was then repeated 

at the micro timescale.  Thus, a mark for each of the three dimensions, organise, select, and 

connect, from a range of zero to three, was given for every minute of real time text in each of 

the eight essays.  Then, a total mark for innovation for each minute of real time text in the 
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essay was determined as the sum of each of the three dimension marks.  This was repeated 

for each of the eight essays.   

 This analysis of the dimensions within writing at each timescale was undertaken in 

order to de-compress and reveal the micro dynamics of these individually developing 

components, which potentially collectively express (Thelen et al., 1991) idea transformation 

at the macro developmental level in ESL reading to write tasks.  In addition, a further purpose 

of this process was to gain qualitative insight into the spaces in-between stationary points in 

time.  The process of quantifying the individual discourse synthesis dimensions at the macro 

and micro levels seems to be quantitative in nature.  However, data captured at the minute 

timescale was undertaken to seek a more qualitative, richer, and magnified view into the 

often hidden motors of change in-between development to begin to explain innovation 

emergence, or lack of it, as ESL writers compose.    

 Once the innovation measurement was completed by the researcher, a marker was 

appointed to independently mark one of the essays again to obtain inter-rater agreement.  The 

independent marker was a highly experienced university essay marker with doctoral 

qualifications in the Teaching of English as a Second Language (TESOL) field and had 

significant TESOL teaching experience at university level.  Firstly, meetings were held to 

discuss the discourse synthesis measure (see Appendix C) and the marking process.  The 

independent marker also had the opportunity to practise marking one of the essays with the 

instrument and ask questions about the instrument descriptors.  The independent marker gave 

an overall mark for each dimension at two timescales, according to the process described in 

Phase 2 (see Section Phase Two – R2IW measure on p. 70).  At the minute timescale, the 

independent marker allocated marks for each of the three dimensions for a random ten-

minute sample of the essay.  After formal independent marking was complete, further 

discussions between the researcher and the independent marker were held to compare marks 
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and reach inter-rater agreement.  Accordingly, appropriate adjustments to the raw score data 

were then made accordingly prior to statistical analysis in Phases three and four. 

 Phase three - conventional statistical analysis.  Phase three of data analysis 

involved applying conventional statistical analysis methods.  The scores for total innovation 

over the entire two months were summarised or smoothed through calculation of the mean 

and standard deviation.  These static measures have been predominantly used in the SLA 

reading to write literature and they were used in this study to assess how the participant’s 

R2IW score varied over the eight-week period in this context.  They were also calculated in 

order to identify how effectively these conventional statistical measures enable SLA 

researchers to explain how change occurs, understand the details of individual R2IW 

development and novelty emergence, and inform change management pedagogy in open 

instructed 21st century ESL programs.   

 Phase four – ESL reading to write dynamic systems strategy.  This data analysis 

phase involved applying dynamic description methods in three steps to map the temporal 

course of development, or intra individual stability and variability (Thelen et al., 1991; Van 

Gelder & Port, 1995b) in different temporal regions and at different magnifications.   

Describing the dynamic trajectory of ESL reading to innovate in writing.  Firstly, 

after defining the collective variable (Thelen & Smith, 1994), at a low or macro level of 

magnification the raw scores for the weekly overall course of total innovation development at 

each of the eight weeks were plotted on a time series graph.  In addition, the raw data was 

used to prepare a moving minimum-maximum graph to gain further insight into variability 

over time.  A further time series graph was prepared to highlight repeated patterns in the raw 

data for closer analysis.   
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 Reading to innovate in writing – comparative insights.  Next, the initial insights 

gained from analysing the data from a conventional statistical viewpoint were compared with 

the conclusions gained from analysing the data from a dynamic systems perspective.  This 

step is valuable at the outset of a dynamic strategy to gain a sense of the dynamics of the data 

and to prepare to analyse data from a non-traditional and an “antithetical” language 

development approach (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008, p.201).   

 Identifying points of transition in the ESL reading to write landscape.  Finally, with 

a wider lens, the overall course of development of each of the dimensions of the reading to 

write construct (organise, select, connect) was plotted on a time-series graph at the weekly 

timescale.  Applying this wider and focused nested lens to enable observation of the 

dimensions of the discourse synthesis construct is important to conceptualise the embedded 

nature of complex systems at a macro level.  Importantly, it enables the researcher to gain a 

sense of the dynamics of intra-individual R2IW development.  Having the wider lens also 

enables the researcher to begin to understand and describe all possible options in a system’s 

state space for contributing to a construct of R2IW development.  According to Van Gelder 

and Port (1995b), knowing the total state of the system in real time is essential because from 

a dynamic perspective, behaviour emerges from the simultaneous interaction of all entities in 

a system.  In addition, the R2IW dimension transition points at the micro timescale were 

identified.  Using the same wide scope nested lens to observe the movement of each 

dimension, but at a much higher magnification, the movement in time of these three 

dimensions over the course of the essay was displayed on a time series graph at the micro 

scale, which was for every minute of lapsed time in the essay.  This analysis process was 

applied to each of the eight essays to create eight time series graphs at this micro timescale 

and further reveal embeddedness, self-organisation, and the emergence of structure.   
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 While correlational and suggestive only (Thelen et al., 1991), the four analysis phases 

provide the basis for an empirical procedure for future ESL R2IW studies to determine the 

feasibility of conducting fractal analysis in multidimensional qualitative language 

phenomena.  They also form the foundation to conduct further analysis with new DST 

methods and techniques to ascertain the meaningfulness of the variability and inferences 

made in this study.  Incorporating these phases may also represent the early stages of 

experimental studies.  Experimental studies in ESL R2IW are required to investigate potential 

control parameters in the ESL reading to write system in higher education to inform the 

development of an ESL change management pedagogy.  This type of pedagogy is needed to 

prepare students to innovate for success in 21st century contexts.  The research findings 

obtained from using the ESL R2IW research design in this study also enables SLA 

professionals to begin theoretically accounting for the fluctuations, fossilisations and 

unexpected changes in L2 development, including reading to write development.  These 

unexpected performance variations represent the everyday experience of ESL students 

(Larsen-Freeman, 2006) as they develop the capacity to not only tell knowledge but also 

generate knowledge in writing in instructed higher education contexts.  According to Thelen 

et al. (1991, p. 32), “this approach elevates variability from the status of noise to that of 

essential data” to provide SLA practitioners with an alternative, non-linear, developmental 

process of R2IW.   

Ethical Considerations 

 Research ethics approval and consent from the research setting third party authority 

was obtained before data collection took place.  Participation in this study was voluntary and 

the participant was able to withdraw from the study at any time.  During the data collection 

and analysis phases, hard copy data notes and essay scripts were stored in locked cabinets in 

a secure environment within the researcher’s private, lockable office.  All of the essays, data 
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from the essays, and the video recordings were given a pseudonym or code.  The data was 

collected and stored together under this pseudonym.  The data is identifiable by the 

researcher only and the data and participation details remain confidential.  At the end of the 

research project, the data was de-identified and the video recordings were destroyed.  The 

participant’s name will not be identifiable in reports or subsequent publications.  After 

reporting and publication, electronic data will be stored in Griffith University’s password 

protected research storage service for the mandated retention period.  Beyond the reporting of 

the results, the de-identified data may be used in future research publications or conference 

presentations.  This wider use was discussed with the participant at the initial briefing and 

permission to use de-identified data for this wider use was sought and granted in the consent 

form.   

 The following chapter (Chapter Five) presents the results of this four-phase fixed non-

experimental descriptive research design from a dynamic description perspective.  It also 

discusses the results in relation to the research question and three sub questions guiding this 

study. 
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Chapter Five 

Results and Discussion 

 In this study, one EAL participant wrote eight essays using sources in an ESL 

university environment over eight weeks.  This chapter presents the findings from a 

conventional and four-phase dynamic description analysis (see Phases 3 and 4 on pp. 72-73) 

of the participant’s reading to innovate in writing (R2IW) essay performance.  This chapter 

also discusses the results in relation to the research question and three sub questions guiding 

the study.   

Conventional Statistical Analysis  

 

 The mean score for the ESL participant’s innovation in essay writing for the two-

month developmental window of this project was M = 3.813 (SD = 0.747).  A static 

comparison of these scores is presented in Figure 1.  Despite the smoothing effect of the 

mean, the data showed that R2IW performance had improved by the end of the eight-week 

period.  The lowest R2IW performance score occurred in week four with a score of 4/9 and 

the best performance occurred in week eight with a score of 5/9.   

 

Figure 1.  Total R2IW scores in 8 essay writing sessions (mean = 3.813, S.D. = 0.747). 
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However, the data also showed that transformation in writing from sources performance 

fluctuated with declines and increases to varying degrees, and plateaus, at different times 

during the study period.  What is noteworthy from an ESL teacher’s perspective is that by the 

end of this study, the participant’s score had achieved a pass mark of 5/9.  Figure 2 presents a 

comparison of the total score for R2IW for the first and final writing sessions.  Clearly, from 

this traditional, or classical (van Dijk & van Geert, 2007), statistical perspective, if the 

purpose of this study was to investigate causal relationships for differences in competence 

and performance or biological origins for innovation development in ESL writing, some areas 

of real reliability concern would likely arise because of the messiness and variability of the 

data evident in Figure 1.  From a traditional statistical perspective, development is assumed to 

be smooth and linear (van Dijk, Verspoor, & Lowie, 2011). 

 

Figure 2.  Weeks 1 and 8 total reading to innovate in writing score comparison. 
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populations from a traditional statistical perspective requires a sample size to be large enough 

to obtain reliable measurements that penetrate natural variation (Holden, n.d.).  However, 

even if the data was considered a reliable estimate of central tendency from a traditional 

statistical view, inferences made about R2IW development from this data would likely only 

be valid if R2IW development took place in a static or closed system (Holden, n.d.; van 

Gelder & Port, 1995b).   

 In the 21st century, second language learning contexts are complex and dynamic 

systems far from equilibrium.  Therefore, the R2IW mean and standard deviation from the 

data in Figure 1 has local and temporal relevance to the eight weeks of this study only 

(Holden, n.d.; Kello et. al., 2008; Lowie & Verspoor, 2015).  In general, the temporal 

relevance data provides few opportunities to explain the nature of the unexpected declines, 

plateaus, or increases (van Gelder & Port, 1995b) evident in the reading to write innovation 

performance unless investigations from a complex dynamic systems perspective are also 

conducted (Holden, n.d.).  Therefore, and small sample size aside, it is also difficult to see 

how the measures of central tendency on their own could be used to contribute to a feasible 

mechanism to connect an identified cause or genetic origin to the various reading to write 

performance outcomes observed over the data collection period.   

 Understanding the structure of transformation in ESL reading to write tasks is not 

only essential because of the absence of a reading to write construct in the ESL field, but also 

its importance for feasibly testing and explaining anomalies (Lowie et al., 2014; Thelen & 

Smith, 1994; van Gelder & Port, 1995b) in ESL performance data in local contexts.  

Acknowledging and addressing anomalies and clarifying the nature of knowledge 

transformation in reading to write development therefore has the potential to more 

transparently inform effective ESL reading to write research, pedagogy, and testing in 

universities for 21st century success in high stakes knowledge economies and workplaces.  To 
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achieve these goals, employing dynamic strategies (Thelen & Smith, 1994; Thelen et al., 

1991) to describe the dynamics of R2IW development in congruence to its complex dynamic 

context, beyond the mean and standard deviation, is necessary to establish the feasibility of 

this research methodology.  It is essential for exploring its application in the reading to write 

area of the ESL field and for informing ESL change management pedagogy.   

 Employing a dynamic description strategy to the empirical lens involves platforming 

the individual and specifically highlighting and asking questions about regions and extent of 

relative variation and stability of the R2IW collective variable in both breadth and depth of 

time in empirical data.  However, in the ESL reading to write literature, where traditional 

summary statistical methods dominate (Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Lowie & Verspoor, 

2015), employing DST methodology in the field is comparable to transitioning from black 

and white still photography to full colour cinematography, and thus requires a significant 

shift in perspective to gain dynamic vision.  In this study, gaining dynamic systems vision of 

ESL reading to write development with the so-called functionality of cinematic technology 

was achieved by platforming and exploiting time with empirical based data.  This richer 

temporal picture of development gives the observer an added qualitative vantage point to 

supplement the limited inferences that can be made with summary statistical information 

about cognitive behaviour in open complex dynamic systems, such as ESL R2IW.  From the 

platformed application of time, the observer can scrutinise cognitive phenomenological 

movement in situ from a range of new angles, dimensions, and timeframes (van Gelder & 

Port, 1995b).  The observer has the ability to effectively rewind, fast forward, get up close, 

zoom out, and thus observe reading to write language development in new ways.   

 From this magnified and refocused DST vantage point, new methodologies to 

investigate possible control parameters influencing university-based ESL R2IW system 

development may become feasible, despite the openness and complexity of the context and 
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the qualitative multidimensionality of the ESL reading to write language phenomenon.  

Secondly, the observer may gain a unique vision of the shape and nature of this type of 

language development.  This is a phenomenon that usually remains hidden from view and 

analysis.  It often remains hidden due to the complexity of its qualitative multi-dimensional 

nature and, according to dominant computational based developmental theories, its location 

in the brain (Thelen & Smith, 1994; van Gelder & Port, 1995b).  Elevating questions about 

the shape of variation and stability in time with empirical ESL reading to write data may also 

clarify the suitability of the DST theoretical perspective for observing and measuring change 

in cognitive systems (Thelen & Smith, 1994; Van Gelder & Port, 1995b) specifically.  This is 

a category in which ESL R2IW most definitely resides but is often overlooked in preference 

for computational metaphors to explain ESL development (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 

2013; Lowie & Verspoor, 2015).   

An ESL Reading to Innovate in Writing Dynamic Strategy 

  

 Defining the collective variable.  The ability to use readings to produce a written text 

that demonstrates transformation, novelty, or newness, which is in essence a text where the 

whole is more than the sum of the individual ideas, structures, and priorities in the original 

readings, is a “hallmark” (Thelen et al., 1991, p. 52) of academic writing in university 

contexts.  This “authorial novelty” (Kaufer & Geisler, 1989, p.288) or reading to innovate in 

writing, in English as a second language settings is no exception.  It represents healthy ESL 

reading to write behaviour for success in 21st century knowledge based classrooms and 

knowledge economies, and it defines the collective variable for this dynamic strategy study.  

For the purposes of this non-experimental exploratory dynamic strategy study, innovation in 

reading to write tasks emerges from the confluence, cooperation and degree of transformation 

of three sub-components, based on Spivey’s (1990) discourse synthesis framework: organise, 
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select, and connect (see Appendix C).  When writers use sources and exhibit uniqueness in 

the structural organisation of their writing, in the platforming and backgrounding of selected 

ideas, and the generating of ideas, all in ways that meet the needs of an academic audience, 

innovation or R2IW may emerge for observation.   

Describing the dynamic trajectory of ESL R2IW.  This section describes the 

dynamic trajectory of the R2IW collective variable.  It is the first time a dynamic description 

lens has been employed in the ESL reading to write research area.  It describes patterns and 

regions of intra-individual R2IW dynamics over a two-month time window, viewed at a long 

distance or weekly timescale from a dynamic systems perspective.  Next, a comparison of the 

insights gained from describing R2IW development from a traditional summary statistical 

analysis view or “end-state focus” (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p. 43) with a DST view or 

between-state vantage point is presented to complete this stage of the description.  The 

overall topology of innovation development in ESL writing from readings over the two-

month developmental period is described as a time series in Figure 3.   

  

Figure 3.  Overall course of R2IW development time series based on raw data.   
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 The long distance topological trajectory reveals a two-dimensional temporal 

landscape view of intra-individual R2IW development.  Importantly, it makes the dynamic 

movement and unfolding of this language phenomenon visible and available for analysis for 

the first time.  From this macro DST vantage point, each total score represents the sum total 

mark for innovation in an ESL reading to write essay, observed over a weekly timescale from 

a two-month time window.  Each score is a measure of the degree of transformation evident 

in each essay’s text structure, idea selection criteria, and/or idea generation (see Appendix C) 

when compared with these aspects in the selected readings (see Appendix B).  From a DST 

perspective, the trajectory represents the compression of the degrees of freedom in the 

participant’s ESL R2IW system and the unfolding of various states in R2IW development 

that emerged in the participant’s weekly essays over the duration of two months.   

 At this long distance macro vantage point from a DST perspective, the Figure 3 data 

shows that the participant’s overall R2IW performance improved overall.  However, in the 

context of this study, and from this low magnification, over the two months the participant’s 

R2IW development seems to have settled into a preferred reading to write state characterised 

by a significant reliance on the source readings.   

 Despite the relative stability of the ESL R2IW system over the two-month time 

window, there are anomalies: the data is non-stationary, and variation is evident each week 

apart from weeks six and seven.  By zooming in on different sections of the macro landscape, 

regions of this variability that may warrant measurement for transition points and system 

exploitation in later stages of a dynamic strategy can be identified.  At a monthly timescale 

from weeks one to four, the data showed that there was a decline in innovation in writing, 

with a relative noteworthy drop in innovation performance occurring in week four.  

Nevertheless, within this time period, fluctuation is still evident with no real settling in to a 

particular level of performance.  In contrast, in the second month, from weeks five to eight, 
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the level of innovation in writing clearly increased, with a noteworthy and discrete-like jump 

in innovation in week five.  Reduced fluctuation in marks was then evident from weeks five 

to eight.  In sum, at this long distance but focused view, there seems to be a clear stage like 

cut off point at week four marked by a qualitative growth spurt in week five that separates a 

stage-like development in weeks one to four with a developmental stage in weeks five to 

eight (Bassano & van Geert, 2007).  Variation appears to be more marked over weeks one to 

four and, importantly, most significant just prior to the increased mark in week five.   

 According to DST, further investigation of this marked area of “anomalous variance” 

(Bassano & van Geert, 2007, p.593) may indicate a bifurcation or phase shift in R2IW 

development and thus provide insights into developmental mechanisms (Bassano & van 

Geert, 2007) and explain how overall the increase in R2IW marks emerged.  Phase shifts are 

often marked by a period of fluctuation prior to shifting to a new pattern and level of 

development (Thelen & Smith, 1994; van Geert & van Dijk, 2002).  For example, in a 

dynamic strategy study by Thelen et al. (1991) of infant treadmill stepping development, the 

researchers found that sharp stepping-total improvements had occurred immediately after the 

highest variation levels in between day stepping were recorded.  After confirming the 

stability of the system experimentally, the researchers concluded that the initial variability 

was evidence of exploration, learning (Thelen & Smith, 1994) and self-organisation leading 

to a phase shift in stepping development, evidenced by the decrease in variability.   

 Still from a long distance macro standpoint, Figure 4 provides a further descriptive 

indication of the changing extent of variation across time in a moving min-max graph of the 

participant’s scores for R2IW over the eight-week study period.   
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Figure 4.  Moving min-max graph of total R2IW scores (weekly timescale). 
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ESL professionals in busy environments regularly have to make observations in-situ that 

inform their practice.  Including judgements from a long distance DST perspective can be 

useful for understanding not just what has and has not developed, for example, but 

importantly why the marks of individual reader writers, such as the participant in this study, 

seem to fluctuate in weeks one to four, suddenly drop in week four, and then increase in week 

five.  It could also be argued that the inferences made, even from this long distance less than 

accurate DST blurry view, have greater reliability than inferences made from traditional static 

data because they reflect the nature of 21st century complex dynamic ESL instructed 

environments and therefore inform a conducive change management pedagogy specifically 

for these environments.   

 Nevertheless, a decline on one timescale could also indicate growth on another in a 

complex system (de Bot, 2012) and not all developmental changes represent bifurcations 

(Thelen & Smith, 1994).  To specifically contribute to a theoretical construct of R2IW and 

inform pedagogy across ESL instructed contexts, deeper investigation of relative stability and 

instability at magnified micro timescales underlying these macro discrete transition points at, 

for example, weeks four and five is also critical.  This deeper scrutiny of change in time is 

needed to thus gain a more pervasive or structural vision (Kello et al., 2008) of the shape of 

development in R2IW behaviour. 

 In addition, and zooming in closer, repeated patterns are also evident in the R2IW 

developmental data.  Figure 5 presents a view of these patterns in the overall course of 

innovation development in ESL reading to write.  Between weeks one and three, three and 

five, and five and eight, the data shows a repeated pattern of decline in innovation 

development followed by an increase in innovation development.   
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Figure 5.  Repeated patterns in overall course of R2IW development. 
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with the tenets of dynamic theory, where “complex systems may have two or more attractors 

with different basins of attraction coexisting” (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p. 61).   

 In addition to these dynamic markers relating to the possible strength and number of 

attractors in the R2IW state space, the non-random quality suggested by the three data 

patterns in Figure 4 also provided some insight regarding the shape or structure of R2IW 

development.  The rhetorical space afforded by the task prompt and instructions (see 

Appendix B) in this study was open.  At each essay session, the participant was free to 

generate substantial idea content, override the text goals, and create a genre of choice, to 

varying degrees, and this exploration can be seen in the variability in Figure 3.  Despite this 

variability, the freedom, the complexity, and the absence of any pre-planning for and by the 

participant prior to the study, the essay marks seem to exhibit restrained regularity.  “There is 

systematicity despite persistent instability” (Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2006, p.562).  Where 

performance at a specific time is found to be reliant upon the history of the system, rather 

than the current specific variables at play or input into the system, then the system 

development is likely to be characterised by non-random structure and is thus dynamic 

(Howe & Lewis, 2005; van Gelder & Port, 1995b).  Therefore, magnifying the 

methodological lens and indexing relative stability of sub system components at transition 

points at different timescales rather than just over time in one temporal domain is required to 

gather further evidence of this apparent non-random structure.   

 R2IW: Comparative insights of development.  While studying language 

phenomena over time is not necessarily new in the SLA field (Larsen-Freeman, 2006), the 

intra-individual and long-distance weekly temporal view of empirical data presented in this 

study affords an as-yet uncharted exploration of ESL R2IW development.  It attempts to 

unmask the variations usually hidden in summary and end-point data.  Therefore, undertaking 

a comparative analysis in the early stages of a R2IW dynamic strategy after describing the 
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collective variable in traditional summary statistics and DST terms is recommended to assist 

ESL professionals to both widen and focus their ESL R2IW developmental perspective.  

According to Holden (n.d.), summary statistics are essential in complex dynamic systems 

research, but their inferential utility relies on having a dynamic rather than static time 

perspective.  A sufficiently wide and focused perspective is the pre-cursor required for 

identifying potential points of transition in the R2IW trajectory and for thus making a so-

called dynamic epistemological shift from black and white still photography of ESL reading 

to write performance to full colour in motion cinematic vision of reading to write behaviour.  

A filmmaker evaluates their subject, assesses the light, colour, and backdrops, for example, to 

make the best decisions about the type of video camera, speed, lens, or magnification to use 

to film their subject.  In the same way, at the outset of a DST strategy, an observer of R2IW 

dynamics needs to make similar comparisons and assessments of movement and 

methodological tools to most effectively identify transition points to exploit instabilities and 

identify mechanisms of change (Thelen & Smith, 1995; Thelen et al., 1991).   

A traditional summary statistical view of development.  For a teacher and student 

receiving this reading to write performance information at week eight from a traditional “end-

state focus” (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p.43), the increased score at week eight and the steady 

rate of change increases could be perceived as positive and discrete-like.  However, if 

teachers and students are seeking mechanism information about pedagogical interventions 

and efforts applied from this study’s summary data, the utility of the data to inform the shape 

of development is limited, not only from a DST view, but particularly if taking a traditional 

computational view of development.  From the computational framework view, the symbolic 

representations of knowledge, encoding, and retrieval in the brain still remain invisible to the 

ESL researcher and teacher (Howe & Rabinowitz, 1994), who must rely on comparing 

indirect quantities of achievement or levels of input to inform future investigations or make 
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inferences.  Lowie and Verspoor (2015, p.84) argue: “We can only make the observations our 

method allows us.”  Therefore, if an observer relies on the quantitative comparisons 

presented in Figure 2, or even if they infer developmental inferences from the data in Figure 

1 but they construe this information from a static perspective, their developmental 

perspective is insufficiently deep or wide, which can make it challenging to explain discrete 

changes in state, notwithstanding the sample size.   

However, simply using a different measurement tool is likely insufficient to gain a 

new perspective about development.  In a field where the computational developmental 

metaphor is pervasive (Bodine & Kramsch, 2003; van Gelder & Port, 1995b), “metaphorical 

mapping” (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2013, p. 12), or the matching of dynamic system 

source principles with the complex dynamic ESL R2IW domain, is also critical to make a 

broader epistemological shift to include the identification of dynamic markers in temporal 

data.  This shift is necessary to work towards building a theoretical construct for ESL R2IW 

in 21st century complex dynamic contexts.  For example, organising R2IW empirical data in 

time series in conjunction with interpretations from a DST view would enable ESL 

researchers and writing teachers to explore discreteness, and thus anomalies and novelty (van 

Gelder & Port, 1995b).  Computational models of development are modular and discrete with 

development taking place in “abrupt transitions” (Howe & Rabinowitz, 1994, p.194).  Thus, 

without this temporal data and perspective, precisely how the writer’s symbolic 

representations of essay organisation, ideas, or staging, for example, makes innovation in 

writing from sources improve, or remain stable, still remains unanswered.  For example, a 

noteworthy anomaly requiring a shift in developmental mechanism insight is found in the 

participant’s 4/9 score for innovation in week one.  If R2IW is an innate skill or the result of 

prescribed symbolic representation (Thelen & Smith, 1994), it would be difficult to provide a 

feasible and visible developmental explanation for a seemingly discrete score of 4/9 at the 
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outset when the participant only used the readings and prompt once in the pilot stage of this 

study.   

When a mechanism for this source of novelty remains invisible from the use of the 

summary R2IW developmental data only, the inferences that can be made are limited.  All 

that can be inferred is that the participant’s ability to override text driven goals coincided 

with a score of 4/9 for R2IW.  Further, if intricate inter-variable measures were undertaken 

with this R2IW data to determine the relationship between variables, anomalous data would 

be removed in the process.  This smoothing would fail to acknowledge the ubiquitousness of 

variation or anomalies in the ESL reading to write developmental data in this study and the 

reality that r values in applied linguistics studies are nearly always less than 0.6 (Ellis & 

Larsen-Freeman, 2006). 

Indeed, even if a reliable traditional statistic relationship between the capacity to 

override text driven goals and innovation emergence was possible to obtain from the data in 

this study, the generalizable utility of this information to inform ESL reading to write classes 

in other contexts and for informing a theory of reading to write is still limited.  Language 

changes with use (Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2006).  The co-adaptive and interaction dominant 

nature of reading and writing in open and complex 21st century ESL contexts, which is 

particularly accentuated because of the multidimensionality of this phenomenon, means that 

processes and entities continually change.  Therefore, only using static summary tools only to 

measure R2IW cognitive development in complex dynamic environments lacks a common 

metric for measuring development in real time, indexing conditions for influencing 

metastability in R2IW contexts and, therefore, gauging agility capacity.  Making reading to 

write pedagogical inferences to inform pedagogy across contexts and observe the shape of 

development from the summary statistics in this study and an inherent computational state 

based view of development would, therefore, prove challenging.   
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Still from a traditional end-state focus, if the 5/9 result in week eight was instead viewed 

as unsatisfactory, or an individual ESL learner was seeking individualised and targeted R2IW 

tuition, a search for explanation and/or strategies for improvement would naturally be 

initiated.  However, this would also be challenging for an ESL teacher to begin a causal 

search or provide targeted tuition if viewing these results from a traditional end-state or static 

perspective because of the very wide range of interacting processes and causes that are 

potentially at play in a complex and dynamic language learning context (Lowie & Verspoor, 

2015).  It would be equally challenging if teachers or researchers referred to group based 

information about reading to write to guide pedagogical interventions, such as standardised 

English test descriptors for reading and writing macro skills.  Traditional statistical methods 

are the most common research approach in SLA (Lowie & Verspoor, 2015), but this 

approach does not necessarily provide accurate information about individual development in 

complex interaction dominant contexts (de Bot, 2012; Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Lowie 

& Verspoor, 2015).  Thus, adopting an end-state view provides few options for researchers 

and teachers planning a targeted future investigative study or, for example, planning targeted 

feedback for the participant in this study for developing agility for 21st century second 

language contexts.  Summary statistics and methods, while an integral part of feedback 

content and valuable for the information that they provide about entities, structures, and 

processes (Howe & Rabinowitz, 1994) involved in R2IW performance, provide little 

information for complex dynamic contexts beyond quantitative comparisons (de Ruiter et al., 

2015; Wallot & Van Orden, 2011).  Turning to this study’s mean and standard deviation 

results (M = 3.813 and SD = 0.747), or even more intricate measures of state based system 

variation and variable interactions as the sole source of pedagogical, theoretical, or 

methodological guidance, would be much like returning to a still black and white photo again 

to search for holistic information.   
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 A DST perspective of development.  However, for an ESL teacher and researcher 

observing change from a dynamic systems perspective, the dynamics in between endpoints in 

Figure 4, even at this relatively blurry long distance macro level, makes the non-stationary 

nature of reading to write language development visible.  The in-between dynamics also 

provides potentially realistic options for further investigation of the dynamic structure of 

cognition in R2IW development with new DST tools (van Geert & van Dijk, 2002). A 

gradual average rate of change of .14 marks per week from data in an experimental R2IW 

DST study would indicate that text driven composition rather than innovation could be a 

“preferred behavioural mode” (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p.60) or attractor in the ESL R2IW 

state space.  This rate of change metric and tentative insight is made possible because the 

temporal arrangement of empirical data in this study allows a DST observer to measure the 

states in-between end-points when identifying transitions, as part of a dynamic strategy.  This 

methodological capacity to gain continuous between-point insights is important for 

explaining the nature and significance of time in the unfolding of cognitive processes (van 

Gelder & Port, 1995b) involved in R2IW performance.  It may assist ESL professionals to 

avoid teleological assumptions (Thelen & Smith, 1994) that could inadvertently influence 

ESL reading to write teaching and research and mask significant developmental inferences 

and mechanisms, when using a computational system as a model for natural cognitive process 

(van Gelder & Port, 1995b, p. 22).  This methodological feature accompanied by a broad in-

between state view of development clearly contrasts with the affordances of the mean and 

standard deviation, which are more suited to state-based computational systems (Lowie et al., 

2014; Lowie & Verspoor, 2015).   

The gradual average rate of this change of .14 reflects the best R2IW solution given 

the interactions of biological, brain, and environmental components in the context (Thelen & 

Smith, 1994, p. 60).  However, in terms of a change management pedagogy to meet the 
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agility demands of 21st century contexts, the relative stability of the participant’s R2IW 

development is possibly “inflexible and poorly adapted” in its current context (Thelen & 

Smith, 1994, p. 88) for open and dynamic university-based English language tasks.  This is 

despite the participant’s apparent readiness to begin developing new ideas in writing at a 

language proficiency of IELTS 6.0, for example, and the rhetorical space offered by the essay 

prompt (see Appendix B), for example.  Unlike the traditional measures of R2IW 

performance that focus on a 5/9 score achievement or a summary mean, observers with a 

DST perspective have a wider and deeper vision to question the degree of variability over 

time and importantly in depths of time.  Significantly, this invites feasible investigation of the 

dynamic status of the processes that are interacting and damping (Thelen & Smith, 1994) the 

emergence of innovation in reading to write in this system.  As a result, it also invites feasible 

investigation of the underlying dynamics of the R2IW sub system and the conditions that may 

orchestrate the sub systems to “reassemble in new ways” (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p. 88) to 

promote agile and less stable R2IW behaviour.  For the DST observer, a result of .14 marks 

per week is, thus, viewed from a broader and deeper perspective as a parallel system of 

“evolving and dissolving attractors” (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p. 85) rather than discrete stage 

like increases occurring at every essay writing session.  This view may then assist the ESL 

professional to observe reading to write development in a broad and deep way and support 

pedagogy that facilitates agility and transformation in reading to write tasks.   

In addition, while the participant’s R2IW development trajectory in Figure 1 appears 

relatively stable, apart from week 7, the individual scores in Figure 1 show variations in the 

innovation scores each week, even though the participant uses the same readings and the 

same essay prompt in each writing session.  Such temporal directional changes from a 

somewhat similar state in experimental DST studies provide tentative support for a dynamical 

rather than state based developmental system (Thelen & Smith, 1994; Van Gelder & Port, 
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1995b) for theoretical and methodological purposes, and indicates that exploration and 

selection, that is self-organisation, is taking place in the participant’s reading to write system.  

According to Thelen and Smith (1994), exploration and selection processes are indicative of a 

dynamic system and are a signal of learning from action in situ rather than the expression of 

an innate skill or cognitively programmed representation.  Thus, focusing on individual 

quantity comparisons from a traditional end-state still photo perspective instead of seeing the 

richness and inter-relationships of changes visible from a macro long distance cinematic DST 

vantage point may be too narrow and shallow to understand reading to write development in 

complex dynamic contexts.   

 In summary, asking questions about stability and instability in ESL R2IW data in 

different regions at a weekly behavioural level timescale with a dynamic description lens has 

revealed a number of major descriptive insights into the shape of ESL R2IW in higher 

education instructed contexts.  Firstly, despite the long distance and one-dimensional non-

experimental macro vantage point, some of the principles of dynamic systems and their 

characteristic behaviours near critical points (Thelen & Smith, 1994) seem to be evident.  The 

observations in Figure 3 characterised by increased variation concentration prior to a discrete-

like shift in development and followed by a period of relative stability were potential markers 

of development involving attractor destabilisation and re-stabilisation at new levels, which 

occurred in “far from equilibrium conditions” (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p. 53).  These are 

conditions indicative of 21st century university-based ESL instructed contexts.  In addition, 

ubiquitous variation in the Figure 3 data and repeated patterns of development observed in 

Figure 5 also suggest the influence of attractor mechanisms in the system and, therefore, non-

linear mechanisms for development and novelty (Thelen & Smith, 1994).   

 In addition, the possibility of multiple attractor states in a system, as suggested by the 

data in Figure 5, because of the repetitiveness of the growth pattern over a possible phase 
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shift, has interesting implications for innovation flexibility in reading to write tasks.  This 

pattern therefore warrants further investigation involving perturbations in future experimental 

studies.  The multiple and strong attractor states in a R2IW system suggest that the ESL 

learner has a wide range of well-practiced skills (Thelen & Smith, 1994).  In a dynamic 

strategy, an effective way of testing stability is by introducing perturbations and measuring 

how quickly the system returns to stability (Thelen & Smith, 1994).  Furthermore, what 

would be important for ESL teachers and researchers who are focused on facilitating 

capacities to transform ideas flexibly to inform change management ESL pedagogy are the 

conditions that influenced growth in R2IW scores from week five, and more importantly, 

those that moved the system into a state of variability, or change readiness, in weeks three to 

five.  Understanding these conditions further, including brain, body, and environmental 

variable interactions, may assist ESL professionals to facilitate learning contexts that support 

agile R2IW behaviour and the capacity to innovate.   

 In terms of another descriptive ESL R2IW insight, observing regions of variation and 

stability over this two-month time window in R2IW data with DST methodology has thus far 

also shown to construe one of the key tenets of cognitive systems: development in real time 

(van Gelder & Port, 1995b).  Investigating the shape of R2IW to contribute to the building of 

a theory for this phenomenon in the ESL field necessarily requires frameworks that reflect the 

nature of the system under study.  By observing and describing relative stability of the 

collective variable, states of this participant’s R2IW development are visible as non-

stationary action, measurable in real numbers and in real rather than sequential time.  

Importantly, recording the temporal metric video opens methodological opportunities to make 

the properties of cognitive systems visible in reading to write data for further analysis and 

testing.  Temporal data facilitates observation of cognitive properties such as continuities in 

state, the interaction activity of multiple sub-systems at different timescales, and possible 
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mechanisms for emergence of novelty (van Gelder & Port, 1995), which are necessary for 

contributing to the development of a developmental construct (Thelen & Smith, 1994) for 

R2IW in the ESL field.   

 Having a common metric may also enable a much wider range of potential 

mechanisms, including body and brain processes, to be investigated (Howe & Rabinowitz, 

1994) in future R2IW experimental studies for their role in ESL R2IW anomalies and 

pedagogy.  Where discreteness in experimental data is evident, such as in the participant’s 

score in week one and week five, visible exploration in nested time-frames of Spivey’s 

(1990) select, organise, and connect processes for their role in R2IW behaviour, may now 

widen the methodological toolkit of ESL R2IW researchers.  Metaphorically attributing 

development to concepts and representations of these processes is invisible and difficult to 

test (van Geert & Steenbeek, 2005).  Finally, measuring R2IW in real time gives this 

language phenomenon length and depth (van Gelder & Port, 1995b) to gain a motion picture 

of the dynamic shape of ESL R2IW for advancing theory in the field.   

Identifying points of transition in ESL R2IW development.  The next stage of an 

initial dynamic approach strategy necessarily involves platforming real time, narrowing the 

movie camera angle of view further onto marker regions identified in the description of the 

R2IW dynamic trajectory, and measuring nested sub system variations at these macro 

regions.  In addition, it involves increasing the magnification at these marker regions to 

observe the hidden micro variability of sub-system activity that escapes the ESL 

professional’s naked eye to reveal a motion picture of the hidden micro activity associated 

with the collective variable (Howe & Rabinowitz, 1994).  This step of the dynamic strategy is 

an opportunity to gain very tentative initial and descriptive insight into potential and 

underexplored power law relationships (de Bot, 2008) that may exist for making tentative 

classification inferences about the dynamic structure of R2IW.   
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Extent of variability in the R2IW sub-system – a macro view.  Figure 6a describes 

the developmental trajectories of the three R2IW sub-system components, including organise, 

select, and connect, as raw scores over the same two-month time window of this study.  

Collectively, the raw score trajectories are a nested decompression and energy release of the 

behaviour of the R2IW collective variable, measured at a weekly timescale.  It makes the 

temporal developmental status, the energy levels, and the forces of interaction of the R2IW 

sub-system components of one ESL writer in a university instructed context visible for 

analysis as they use readings to write eight essays in eight weekly sessions over eight weeks.   

  

 

Figure 6a.  Overall discourse synthesis dimension-development. 
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variability” (van Dijk et al., 2011, p. 59) or free energy in this second language 

developmental system seems to be evident in the select dimension, which shows increases or 

decreases by half - one mark most weeks.  This jumpy and seemingly more energised overall 

temporal development of the select dimension, demonstrated also through the relatively high 

score for selection in week one suggested a risk taking or less cautious ESL R2IW learning 

style (van Dijk et al., 2011), in which the writer is actively selecting and trying different ideas 

from the source readings each week.  This is somewhat surprising since the essay topic and 

prompt remained the same in this study.  Observing rather than removing fluctuating learner 

data in this way also shows that this writer’s R2IW capability is much richer than 

performance on one occasion, and that it is likely that this ESL reading to write learner is 

functioning “at different levels of development at the same time” (van Geert & van Dijk, 

2002, p. 341).  For example, despite the reduced level of select innovation in weeks two, 

three, four, and six, the marks awarded in weeks one, five, seven and eight show that the 

writer is capable of overriding the resource text goals and platforming ideas in their essay in a 

way that shows originality and meets the needs of the academic community.  That is, despite 

the relative stability of development observed from the very long distance view in Figure 3, 

which suggested that the writer’s R2IW may be insufficiently agile, from the more focussed 

micro view the data suggests that writer demonstrates “useful novelty” (Colbert & Kurucz, 

2011, p. 405).  Awareness of timing and the meaningfulness of variability and irregularity is 

essential when making interpretations about development in a complex dynamic systems (van 

Geert & van Dijk, 2002), and it therefore has significant implications for R2IW pedagogy and 

testing in 21st century ESL instructed contexts in universities.   

 In contrast with the select dimension, the degree of innovation in writing made visible 

through the idea generation (connect) trajectory over the study period showed a slower 

progression through time and a more moderated level of energy compared with the selection 
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developmental trajectory.  For example, no change in connect transformation occurred for 

four weeks.  However, afterwards growth gradually occurred.  The writer made relevant 

propositional inferences and added content that was appropriate to the essay context to fill the 

heuristic space (Spivey, 1990) offered by the essay prompt.  This type of slower stage-like 

developmental pattern provides insights into second language learning processes (van Dijk et 

al., 2011).  In this R2IW case, it suggests that the writer may have gained new ways of 

superordinating items or new vocabulary on the essay topic that they could use to innovate in 

their essays from week four.   

 In terms of the organise sub-component, a subdued but sustained lack of variability in 

text organisation transformation development was evident in the essays for the duration of the 

two-month period.  The energy level seems highly contained or damped, which may indicate 

an over-cautious learning approach and perhaps the writer’s reluctance to override the text 

structure goals of the reading source authors.  However, learning approach aside, what is 

noteworthy in this trajectory, is the sudden but brief decline in sophistication of this 

dimension in week four.  This motion change temporarily breaks the monotonous movement 

of this dynamic trajectory.  The motion seems to divert energy in the system, which is an 

unfolding event that Hazy (2011) terms an unexpected constructive deviation that is worth 

investigating for revealing “new information about the state space itself” (p.533).  While 

seemingly insignificant, and perhaps traditionally easily ignored or removed from analysis, as 

this was the only deviation in movement of this dimension at this level, this movement re-

direction and rate change warranted closer investigation.  Further investigation of this 

deviation was also needed as it took place within the transition marker range identified in the 

macro total R2IW trajectory, as described in the previous section.  According to Thelen & 

Smith (1994), parametric system behaviour is also possible within certain vicinities of a 

control parameter. 
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 According to dynamic theory, the types of overall temporal waxing and waning of 

sub-system variables, described above, provide evidence of mechanisms for R2IW 

development.  In the more variable period of the writer’s R2IW performance (see Figure 3), 

the forces exerted by the sub-component dimensions in weeks one to four interacted in a 

number of ways.  During this time, the score fluctuations evident from the writer’s 

experimentation with idea selection from the resource texts coincided with unchanging 

organise scores that reflected a consistent reliance on source text organisation and ideas in the 

participant’s essays.  However, at the same time the above zero mark indicated that this 

reliance was at a minimum threshold level characterised by the writer overriding text driven 

goals but only just moving beyond text driven summaries.  This suggests that a conditional 

relationship exists between these dimensions (Verspoor & van Dijk, 2011) whereby this 

minimum level of organise and connect transformation in this ESL writer’s system is a pre-

condition (Verspoor & van Dijk, 2011) for select agility to emerge.  Similar types of force-

interaction-relationship-patterns have provided insight into cognitive energy resource 

capacity in childhood L1 language development (Robinson & Mervis, 1998).   

 In order for agile regions to be reached and ultimately for growth to continue 

(Spoelman & Verspoor, 2010) in this R2IW context, the distribution of cognitive energy and 

resources seemed to favour sub-system idea selection activity before connect and organise 

development could take place.  The tentative insight into the importance of cognitive energy 

or resource distribution in this R2IW context seemed to be demonstrated further at the 

apparent critical point in weeks four to five (see Figure 3).  In Figure 6a, there is a sudden 

drop in growth of the amount of organise transformation.  This drop also coincides with a 

reduction in the level of select innovation in the week four essay.  It could be argued that this 

small half-mark bi-dimensional conservation of energy in an already relatively agile region of 

development was sufficient to release the seemingly over-regulated restraint imposed by the 
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organise variable and sparked sufficient flexibility for system wide self-organisation into a 

new level of development at week five (see Figure 3).  A supportive relationship or 

interaction (Bassano & van Geert, 2007) between all three dimensions unfolded at this time 

(see Figure 6a).   

 What is also noteworthy is that despite the relative stability observed in the weeks six 

to eight region of development (see Figure 4), R2IW sub-system component variation still 

continued in this region, which is characteristic of complex systems (Spoelman & Verspoor, 

2010).  In this region of the system, a competitive interaction was still observable.  This is 

evidenced by a half mark drop in connect innovation that coincides with a half mark increase 

in select innovation in the week seven essay.  This competitive relationship then seems to 

precede a more neutral interaction (Bassano & van Geert, 2007) between these two 

dimensions.  In this neutral dimensional interaction, the writer showed more innovation in 

terms of connecting their own ideas with source ideas while change in select innovation 

plateaued.  At the same time, organise development returned to its threshold or perhaps pre-

cursor (Verspoor & van Dijk, 2011) level in the system.  This sustained pattern of virtually no 

variability in organise innovation in the essays during the agile weeks one to four period, 

which then continued after the potential bifurcation in week five, provided further evidence 

of the potential presence of a strong attractor to explain the repeated patterns found in the 

macro level data illustrated in Figure 5.   

 In terms of the cognitive resources required when reading to write in a second 

language, the act of transforming ideas in writing from sources is a highly sophisticated and 

challenging task that draws on a range of cognitive resources (Flower, 1987; Kaufer & 

Geisler, 1989).  This language act is also more onerous when it takes place in an additional 

language because of the degree of uncertainty in learners’ target language knowledge and the 

dominance of the L1 (Lowie et al., 2014).  The observed asymmetric (Verspoor & van Dijk, 
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2011) quality of interactions between sub-system dimensions in Figure 6a seems to reflect the 

characteristic effects of energy flows into and out of open systems (Merali & Allen, 2011), 

such as ESL R2IW instructed contexts.  They also seem indicative of the continual flux and 

interaction of system components characteristic of dynamic systems (Spoelman & Verspoor, 

2010).  These observations also point towards an interaction-dominant mechanism for ESL 

R2IW development in instructed contexts as complex variable interactions are responsible for 

the emergence of pink noise or fractal patterns (de Bot, 2012).   

Extent of variability in the R2IW sub-system – a micro view.  A comprehensive 

description of R2IW behaviour from a complex DST perspective to gain initial insight into 

the dynamic structure of this ESL language phenomenon also necessarily requires a 

foundational examination of the extent of micro level variability in performance and action.  

To support this micro-analysis, Figure 6b is a colour replica of Figure 6a presented in the 

previous section.  Figures 7a-h describe the developmental variability of the R2IW sub-

system in raw scores at a minute timescale within each essay session over the two-month 

time window of this study.   

 

Figure 6b.  Overall discourse-synthesis dimension development.  
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Figure 7a.  Week 1 discourse synthesis dimension-development (minute timescale). 

 

 

Figure 7b.  Week 2 discourse synthesis dimension-development (minute timescale). 
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Figure 7c.  Week 3 discourse synthesis dimension-development (minute timescale). 

 

Figure 7d.  Week 4 discourse synthesis dimension-development (minute timescale) 
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Figure 7e.  Week 5 discourse synthesis dimension-development (minute timescale) 

 

Figure 7f.  Week 6 discourse synthesis dimension-development (minute timescale) 
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Figure 7g.  Week 7 discourse synthesis dimension-development (minute timescale) 

 

Figure 7h.  Week 8 discourse synthesis dimension-development (minute timescale) 
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The Figure 7 graphs reveal a different cinematic experience at the minute timescale compared 

to the weekly macro timescale trajectories observed in Figure 6b.  Visually, the eight intra-

session trajectories in Figures 7a-h all seem to show more variability than those observed at 

the macro weekly timescale view and the nature of these variations and interactions also vary.  

For example, while still the most sophisticated transformation dimension evident in the 

essays, overall, the writer’s use of select transformation is visible as sudden bursts and drops.  

Development at this level appears less ordered and less gradual than the view of R2IW 

development from the less magnified macro viewpoint (see Figure 3).  In particular, the 

writer’s level of organise transformation appears to show greater variation and activity at the 

minute timescale than what is observable at the much larger weekly magnification.  In 

addition, the smoothing lines indicate that unlike the data at the weekly timescale, at the 

minute timescale in most essays, the writer’s ability to transform ideas through genre re-

organising is growing.  These preliminary descriptive results concur with a second language 

study conducted by de Bot and Lowie and Plat (as cited in de Bot, 2012) that found more 

variations in bilingual reaction time data at the millisecond timescale compared to the 

monthly timescale.   

 Further visual inspection of the variability from this higher magnification indicates 

that there are also no discernible stages or possible transition points observable in the data.  

However, what is noticeable is the frequency of time periods in which the writer does not 

appear to use any transformation at all in the essays.  This is particularly noticeable in the 

first ten to fifteen minutes of many of the essays.  In terms of DST methodology for 

multidimensional qualitative language phenomena such as R2IW, this suggests that either 

much larger or much smaller timescales may be required to gain full variability insight (de 

Bot, 2012) into R2IW development.   
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 In addition, while visually there do not appear to be any discernible stages or 

transition points in the essay sessions, visual inspection at this micro view of development 

provides some descriptive insight into the nature of forces in this R2IW system.  For 

example, in graph 7g, between the 17th and the 20th minute, the writer’s marks for selection 

transformation increased on average by .67 marks per minute.  In contrast, at other times in 

this writing session, the writer’s level of select sophistication increased on average by zero 

marks per minute (6th-9th minute) or .33 marks per minute (18th – 21st minute).  These varying 

average rates of change suggest that the select discourse synthesis dimension may have the 

propensity to act as a control parameter in this ESL R2IW system, influencing the direction 

of the writer’s R2IW development.  Therefore, there appears to be continuous and co-

adaptive development in this ESL R2IW system, which does not construe the absolute 

stability assumed of closed systems (van Geert, 2008).   

 The differences in variability observed in these nested-dimension minute-by-minute 

trajectories also indicated variability in future states from the same state at different times 

both during the essay writing session and across writing sessions.  For example, in the 

organise trajectory, Figure 7c data shows that following a behavioural state where the writer’s 

essay organisation is driven more by the resource texts, the writer sometimes shows an 

organise transformation state that moves only just beyond the source texts.  However, at other 

times it shows generic structure re-ordering in a way that is useful for academic purposes.  In 

addition, the writer sustains transformation at these variable levels of sophistication for 

different time periods from the same state.  In terms of variation in future state across essays 

in time, at the 28th minute mark of writing in week one, for example, the data in Figure 7b 

shows that the writer’s select sophistication at a score of two is demonstrating a more 

sophisticated level of contextual relevance.  This state lasts for one minute and declines to a 

new writing state in minute 29, characterised by selections being increasingly guided by the 
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resource texts.  However, at this same point in time and level of transformation sophistication 

four weeks later in week five, there is no change in state after the 28th minute for the next 

four minutes before the writer’s R2IW state declines suddenly to show a no select 

transformation state.  These forks in states of development construe the activity of a dynamic 

system (van Gelder & Port, 1995b) and may be evidence of the writer’s real time learning in 

action, that is, the mechanism or an historic trace of their “exploration and selection” in-situ 

emerging as they write (Thelen & Smith, 1994, p. 271).   

 These differences in future R2IW state from the same state level of R2IW 

sophistication that are not characteristic of state-determined systems (van Gelder & Port, 

1995b) also tentatively suggest that there is “no end-point” (de Bot, 2012, p.144) in ESL 

R2IW performance.  For example, these variability differences, therefore, raise questions 

about the timing and frequency of ESL reading to write testing in university settings.While it 

is unlikely that ESL teachers will move to minute by minute language testing, these results 

suggest that measurements taken at a daily timescale may lead to different marks awarded for 

this writer’s R2IW performance.  Such a situation could have significant implications for all 

stakeholders in high stakes language-learning contexts where using readings to write is a 

common assessment tool.   

 Furthermore, the differences in variability between the timescales tentatively suggests 

scaling behaviour indicative of pink noise or fractal patterns.  When changes in measurement 

result from changes in sample size, systematic interactions may be involved (Holden, n.d.) 

and these raw score measurement variations between timescales in this study tentatively 

suggest that the shape of R2IW in ESL is non-linear.  Such conclusions must be taken with 

due caution due to the descriptive nature of this study.  However, these visual inspection 

pattern observations and the quantity of data collected at the minute timescale provide some 

initial support for further investigations using spectral analysis techniques of 
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multidimensional qualitative language phenomena, such as R2IW tasks, to inform and guide 

future research in this area in the field.   

 Investigating the extent of variability in the sub-system components of R2IW, that is, 

nested variability, at the weekly and minute timescales from a dynamic approach is analogous 

to the effect of watching an entire film in full digital colour wearing 3D glasses rather than a 

black and white trailer version.  The descriptive data footage in Figures 6a and 7a-h reveal 

ubiquitous inter-individual variability in the sub-system component trajectories at both the 

weekly and minute timescales, indicating that ESL R2IW behaviour is a complex collective 

variable that exhibits non-stationary and dynamic movements at multiple levels that are 

reflective of a dynamic system (Thelen & Smith, 1994; van Gelder & Port, 1995b).  In 

comparison to the overall more stable like trajectory of R2IW development at the global level 

in Figure 3, sub system developmental data in Figure 6a shows heterogeneous plateaus, 

peaks, declines, and regressions in real time transformation in writing from sources.  The 

high degrees of freedom displayed in the temporal data reflect the complexity of 21st century 

university contexts and the multiple simultaneous activities of cognitive systems (van Gelder 

& Port, 1995b).   

 However, despite the messiness and heterogeneous fluctuations of the individual 

trajectories in data at the higher magnification, R2IW growth and coherence is comparatively 

more ordered and visually meaningful at the overall macro level in Figure 3 and the nested 

macro level of Figure 6a, respectively.  This comparative data screenshot of relative growth 

and more global order of R2IW sophistication in the writer’s essays at the higher macro and 

nested levels of development (Thelen & Smith, 1994) provides a tentative non-linear profile 

of R2IW development.  For example, from a rationalist nativist perspective, it could be 

argued that the results do not show growth and a non-linear profile because the writer did not 

access direct R2IW instruction for this essay and did not demonstrate fully developed R2IW 
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strategies and knowledge (Thelen & Smith, 1994).  However, the extent of variability, 

particularly in Figures 7a-h, is likely too ubiquitous to dismiss completely when such 

variability emerges in language development data (Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2006).   

 Furthermore, at numerous times within the eight essays, including the first essay, and 

in general within the first 15 minutes of writing, the variability patterns showed that relatively 

sophisticated levels of transformation emerged.  This surprising level of R2IW sophistication 

along with the more system wide growth in R2IW behaviour from week five in the Figure 3 

data suggests that development emerges non-linearly.  If these new surprising states were the 

result of less constrained knowledge structures or schemas, such as task representations, 

rhetorical plans, or topic knowledge, where these structures exist and how they signal 

intentionality (Thelen & Smith, 1994) in the writer is not visible in the data.  In addition, as 

marks were awarded for newness, attributing these states of transformation to stable and pre-

existing shared mental structures (Smith, 2005) does not seem feasible and is not supported in 

this data.   

 In addition to the visually meaningful levels of variability between individual R2IW 

sub system processes, visual observation of the collective movement of these dimensions 

revealed evidence of competitive, supportive, and conditional interactive relationships in the 

Figure 6a macro data.  This evidence of simultaneous coherent movement, along with sub 

system variability in average rates of change in the temporal data descriptions, suggests that 

ESL R2IW has self-organising co-adaptive capability that is characteristic of complex 

dynamic systems (Lowie et al., 2014; van Geert, 2008).  This evidence raises questions about 

the analysis and interpretation of reading to write research in the ESL field.  According to the 

literature, for example, knowledge structures such as understanding of plagiarism (Davis, 

2013; Pearson Casanave, 2012) and processes such as source use (McCulloch, 2012; Plakans 

& Gebril, 2012) play a role in reading to write development.  If this is the case, then SLA 
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theoretical frameworks that modularise subsystems, separate competence from performance, 

or isolate entities and processes from their R2IW histories and contexts (Thelen & Smith, 

1994) may not fully construe the multiple simultaneous action and interaction of sub system 

components indicative of cognitive (van Gelder & Port, 1995b) R2IW processes in 21st 

century university settings.  Thus, these traditional frameworks for ESL development may 

also not account for the possibility that development is systematic and non-linear in these 

contexts as the visual descriptions in this study suggest.   

 Observing the extent of variability in real time data at the macro (see Figures 3 and 4), 

nested macro (see Figure 6a), and nested micro (see Figures 7a-h) magnifications as a whole 

seemed to show that the self-organising interactions of the discourse synthesis dimensions at 

different timescales provided visually meaningful explanations for emergent R2IW anomalies 

at other timescales.  Rewinding and watching the descriptive action of discourse synthesis 

actor-interaction in the Figure 6a screenplay depicted historical regions of increased 

variability immediately followed in time by potential critical points or phase shifts in R2IW 

development.  These continuities in temporal state seemed to explain anomalies such as the 

discontinuity or shift in sophistication level of the behaviour of the collective variable in 

Figure 4.  Furthermore, the extent of variation at the minute level of R2IW action in Figures 

7a-h data was higher than that observed at the macro level.  This type of data is indicative of 

self-similarity in temporal structure, which is characterised by mirrored patterns of 

discontinuities and continuities in data as time is scaled (de bot, 2012; Holden, n.d. van Geert, 

2008).  Therefore, the patterns of development observed at the weekly or macro timescales of 

R2IW development are a direct reflection of the patterns of interactions that took place at the 

minute or shorter timescales of R2IW development.  A writer’s systemic history seems to be 

important in ESL R2IW development. 
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 Anomalies in R2IW development were found and described in this data.  They 

frequently emerge in ESL university-based writing, and thus they contribute to the impetus 

for the range of studies conducted in this area in the ESL field.  If reading to write research 

methodology focuses on entities and processes rather than interactions between these, and 

objectifies and isolates behaviour by removing variability history from data, it is challenging 

to make inferences and apply these across contexts for explaining anomalies in complex 

dynamic R2IW systems.  This is because not only are explanations found in variations 

(Thelen & Smith, 1994; van Gelder & Port, 1995b; Verspoor et al., 2011), but also contexts, 

entities, and processes are changeable and difficult to replicate (Thelen & Smith, 1994) in 

complex dynamic systems.  Furthermore, in non-linear systems the measures of central 

tendency are unable to override the natural error, as variation in these systems tends to 

increase with sample size (Holden, n.d).  Thus, an understanding of how change in ESL 

R2IW happens is needed to contribute to a change management pedagogy across university 

ESL contexts.  This may assist ESL learners to transform ideas when using sources.  

Consequently, a reading to write theoretical framework that includes a visible and testable 

mechanism for change that is conducive to the nature of 21st century university contexts is 

required.   

 The temporal presentation of data in this study tentatively indicates that R2IW 

development is characterised by the principles of complex dynamic systems.  Visual 

inspection revealed that the ESL writer’s transforming in writing from sources emerged over 

time as a confluence of coordinated and co-adaptive interaction of select, organise, and 

connect sub system dimensions, with increased variability observed at the micro timescale.  

The shape of reading to innovate in writing can be described as non-linear, and so observing 

and investigating ESL R2IW behaviour from a dynamic systems perspective may offer the 
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visible and testable methodological solution that is required to inform R2IW research, 

pedagogy and testing in 21st century ESL instructed contexts
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Chapter Six 

Conclusion 

 This study aimed to describe the dynamic shape of reading to write 

development when an ESL writer used source readings to transform ideas in writing 

in an instructed university context.  To achieve this aim, a dynamic systems theory 

(DST) perspective within a fixed non-experimental descriptive research design was 

applied for two reasons.  Firstly, despite the significance given to newness in 

university writing, a construct for R2IW is under-explored in the ESL field and 

requires foundational description and classification for guiding future studies.  

Secondly, a DST perspective was adopted to facilitate the exploration of the 

meaningfulness of variability in reading to write data and, therefore, strive to 

overcome making conventional assumptions about the nature of the dynamics at the 

outset.  To address these two purposes, the DST descriptive lens was used to observe, 

map, and analyse extent of real time innovation variability and stability in eight essays 

written by one EAL participant over eight weeks.  A four-phase DST analytic 

approach at two timescales was used in a two-month time window to obtain sufficient 

breadth and depth of view so that the dynamic shape of the multidimensional and 

qualitative nature of ESL R2IW performance could be revealed.   

Findings 

 

 The significant finding that emerged from this endeavour was that ESL R2IW 

development in the university setting under investigation had a non-linear profile.  

Visual inspection of the emergence of R2IW in the real time weekly developmental 

data displayed meaningful regional variability patterns.  In the first four weeks, 

enhanced fluctuations in R2IW states preceded a marked shift into a new and less 

variable level of innovation in writing development.  This real time destabilising and 
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stabilising of developmental states marked by seemingly discreet discontinuities are 

key principles of behaviour in dynamic systems.   

 In addition, analysing how stable the emergence of R2IW was over different 

time periods showed that the EAL learner’s transformation in writing from sources 

was dynamically stable.  Within the last month of the study, even though relative 

stability marked the new region of development, R2IW mark movement was still 

evident but appeared bounded in a damped range where the writer relied on source 

texts.  Furthermore, repeated patterns of development were observed over the two-

month period continuing into the new level of development from week 5.  These 

patterns concur with the principles of continuous unfolding of change and the 

compression of the degrees of freedom by attractors in complex dynamic systems.  

The absolute stability of closed systems was not found to feature in the R2IW 

structure in this ESL university context.  A traditional statistical view of overall score 

growth might have traditionally reached a conclusion that R2IW learning was 

minimal over the period with not much to be seen and, perhaps, not much achieved.  

Instead, widening the methodological lens by adopting an in-between focus on the 

regional patterns of variability and stability, that is, the context of the beginning and 

end-points, provided visible signs of healthy and flexibly bounded learning activity 

for guiding research and pedagogical decision-making.   

 Thirdly, observations of the degree of variability in the R2IW dimensions at 

the weekly timescale showed that the select, organise, and connect dimensions 

interacted and coordinated at key transition points.  Despite the degrees of freedom in 

the sources and task, the direction and movement of the dimensions varied 

sufficiently to show competitive, conditional, and supportive synchrony.  These 

synchronised trajectories also provided evidence of co-adaptivity and the self-
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organisation of the R2IW collective variable, demonstrating movements and patterns 

characteristic of dynamic systems.  Furthermore, analysing the degree of variability in 

nested movements in real time minute data suggested there was more variation at this 

magnification level.  Increased variability at magnified timescales could indicate that 

scaling behaviour and self-similarity are features of ESL R2IW data, providing further 

evidence of the systematic or non-linear shape of ESL R2IW development.   

Limitations of the Study 

 

 In terms of limitations, this study is of course inherently descriptive in nature.  

Thus, these conclusions must be taken with caution and further analysis with a range 

of new DST tools to measure the statistical meaningfulness of the data is required.  

Furthermore, the use of one participant in the study meant that inter-individual 

variability and stability of ESL R2IW could not be mapped to gain a fully 

comprehensive foundational description of this type of language behaviour.   

Future Directions 

 

 To extend the description of ESL R2IW behaviour, future studies might 

involve observing this language development in a variety of university contexts and at 

more advanced levels.  In addition, extensive cross sectional studies to assess the 

validity of the descriptors in the discourse-synthesis measurement tool would enhance 

its validity and reliability.   

Significance of this Study 

 

 This study has contributed to the literature by providing evidence for an 

interaction dominant mechanism for reading to write development that has the 

potential to extend theory, methodology, and pedagogy in this area of the ESL field.  
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ESL R2IW development is visible for analysis for the first time in the ESL literature 

and the data has provided an explanation for anomalies that naturally occur in 

instructed ESL reading to write university contexts.  While qualitative and 

multidimensional in nature, the quantity of data points collected provides some 

justification and feasibility to conduct spectral analysis of ESL R2IW development to 

gain more certainty about the nature of the dynamics.   

Implications 

 

 The ESL methodological shifts, research pathways, and knowledge required to 

inform reading to write development from a dynamic systems perspective are 

significant.  However, the identification of pink noise in ESL R2IW performance 

would subsequently support micro-genetic experiments to gain an understanding of 

conditions that support flexible yet bounded R2IW behaviour across ESL contexts.  

DST and the application of new methodological tools in the ESL R2IW field may be 

the disruptive variation that is required to maximize reading to write learner fitness as 

EAL learners strive for success in complex and dynamic 21st century higher education 

contexts and beyond.   
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Appendix A: Data Collection Script 
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Appendix B: Reading to Write Essay Task 
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Appendix C: Reading to Innovate in Writing Measure 
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